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N

KIM SCHIFFMANN

Swedish activist Greta Thunberg on 3 December expressed gratitude for
the way she was received in Lisbon after a 21-day sailing trip from
Hampton, Virginia (United States) and called on everyone to keep up the
pressure on politicians to fight the climate crisis.

“

I am so grateful to have
made this trip, to have had
this experience, and so
honoured to have arrived
here in Lisbon,” said the
Swedish teenager, who landed
late in the morning of 3
December in the Portuguese
capital, confirming she would
stay a few days in Lisbon to rest,
before heading to Madrid to
participate in activities related
to the climate summit, the
COP25.
Initial plans said she would go
by train to Madrid later on the
same day, but the crew of the
sailboat “La Vagabonde”
decided to stay some more time
to rest.
Greta Thunberg had said at the
beginning of the speech she
made upon her arrival, at Santo
Amaro dock, after thanking the
reception, that the trip had been
incredible but not easy, being
isolated for three weeks, living
in a limited space and with little
to do, although it had also been
possible to relax. But getting to
land “is overwhelming,” she
said.
“Now I’m going to stay in Lisbon
for a few days”, said the young
woman, explaining that she will
take the opportunity to find out
what has happened during her
time in isolation, that she will
read up on the agenda of
COP25, and that she will
participate in the march in the
Spanish capital. “And after
Madrid, I’m going home for
Christmas,” she added.
At a press conference, she left

the assurance that the fight will
not stop so that the protests of
young people are heard: “We
will not stop, we will continue
and do everything in our power:
to travel, to put pressure on
those in power to put priorities
in place,” said the 16-year-old
activist, appealing to the
dozens of activists who
welcomed her: “Continue to
help us to make all this
possible.”
Asked to comment on how
some adults see her as an
angry child, she replied that
“people underestimate the
strength of angry children,”
adding: “We are angry,
frustrated, for good reason. If
you want us to stop being angry,
stop making us angry.
After attending a summit in New
York, the young activist should
have travelled to Chile for
COP25, but at the last minute
the Chilean Government
resigned from organising the
meeting due to social instability
in the country, and Madrid took
over.
That is why the young Swede
embarked on 13 November,
back to Europe, on the
catamaran “La Vagabonde” as
a way to avoid the planes and
their heavy polluting cargo.
Prior to the press conference,
Greta Thunberg was welcomed
by the mayor of Lisbon,
Fernando Medina, and the
chairman of the Parliamentary
Environment Commission,
José Maria Cardoso, as well as
Portuguese student climate

strike activists.
The public’s opinions on
Greta’s arrival in the capital
seem to be split, as some of The
Portugal News readers shared
their thoughts in form of
comments under the article
“Greta Thunberg grateful for
Lisbon reception”. Steve
Andrews, a climate activist
himself wrote “Welcome to
Portugal, Greta! Keep doing
what you do so well and telling it
like it is!” while João a resident
in the Algarve said “Please step
away, Greta Thunberg. Don’t
infect my country with your
rotten ideas.”
At the climate summit already,
but in general agreement with
the young activist, was United
Nations Secretary-General,
Portuguese António Guterres,
who on 2 December called on
all the countries of the planet in
Madrid to “overcome” their
divisions and reach an
“understanding” to fight against
climate change.
“I urge all parties to go beyond
their current divisions and find a
common understanding on” the
issue of combating climate
change, António Guterres said
at the opening session of the
Climate Change Summit.
The Secretary-General of the
United Nations appealed to
representatives of more than
170 countries present,
including 50 heads of state and
government present, such as
the Portuguese, António Costa,
“to increase” their “ambition
and urgency” in the struggle

Asked to comment on how some adults se
s
(Photo: EPA/Manuel De Almeida)

against the problem.
The former Portuguese prime
minister recalled that the globe
is at a “crucial crossroads” and
that “millions around the world,
including many young people”,
are asking world leaders to “do
more”.
“It is imperative that
governments substantially
increase their ambition,”
repeated Antonio Guterres
during his speech, concluding
that if not enough effort is made,
“the impact on all life on the
planet will be catastrophic.”
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N News in Brief
Portugal elected W
orld’
World’
orld’ss Leading
Destination
Portugal has been elected the World’s Leading Destination for the
third year running. The award was handed out in Muscat, Oman, at
the World Travel Awards, commonly referred to as the Oscars of
tourism. In total, Portugal collected 12 awards, including Lisbon
being named World’s Leading City Break Destination, while TAP
was voted World’s Leading Airline to Africa and South America.

Ten reservoirs with water levels above
80%
Ten of the 59 reservoirs monitored in Portugal had, at the end of
November, water levels above 80 percent of the total volume, while
25 had levels below 40 percent, according to data from the
National Water Resources Information Service (SNIRH). At the
end of October, of the 59 reservoirs monitored, three had levels
over 80 percent of the total volume and 30 above 40 percent. On
the last day of November and compared to the last day of the
previous month, there was an increase in the volume stored in
eight river basins and a decrease in four.

Government wants to bolster flights to
China

Mostly dry weekend in Portugal

Portugal’s government intends to strengthen air links with Beijing
and extend them to other Chinese cities, the secretary of state for
internationalisation, Eurico Brilhante Dias, said at a business
seminar. Classifying the re-establishment of air links between
Lisbon and Beijing in 2019 as “an important moment” and “of
great political and diplomatic significance”, he expressed the
desire to strengthen the links during a Seminar on Communication
and International Financial Cooperation, organised by the Bank of
China in a hotel in Lisbon, as part of the Chinese Belt and Road
initiative.

It is to be dry and mild in most of Portugal over the weekend, except for in the north
when the weather is to break on Sunday.

Illegal gambling network dismantled

Lisbon: Over the weekend it
is to feel mild in the capital with
average highs of 17 degrees
and lows of 10. As the week
progresses temperatures are
set to fall to highs of 13 degrees
and there will be a high chance
of rain from Tuesday for the rest
of the week.

Police have detained two 41 and 42-year-old men for illegal
gambling in the municipalities of Felgueiras and Amarante.
Following an investigation that lasted about two years, it was found
that the suspects were part of an illegal gambling network and
used an online platform to attract customers who would then place
their bets on it, giving a percentage from betting to network heads.
The money won in these bets was disguised through car dealers
and real estate agencies, so as to obscure the source of the goods
obtained through illegal gambling.

ee her as an angry child, Greta Thunberg replied that “people underestimate the strength of angry children”.

WEATHER

The South: It is set to be a
dry and mild weekend in the
south with average daily highs
of 20 degrees and lows in the
evening of 11 degrees.
Intermittent cloud is predicted
throughout the week until
Thursday when the rain clouds
are set to roll in.

The North: The dry weather in
the North is set to break on
Sunday when rain is to return for
the rest of the week.
Temperatures are to remain
steady with average highs of 15
degrees and nightly lows of 8
degrees although northerly
winds will make it feel cooler.
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Fewer road deaths but more accidents

N

DAISY SAMPSON

As new data reveals that the number of deaths on the roads in Portugal has fallen, three serious accidents in a week
highlight the dangers on the roads.

The number of deaths on Portuguese roads fell between 1 January and 30 November but the number of
accidents and serious injuries rose. (Photo: Lusa/Nuno Veiga)

T

he number of deaths on
Portuguese roads fell
between 1 January and 30
November compared to
the same period last year, but the
number of accidents and serious
injuries rose.
According to the latest assessment
of the National Road Safety
Authority (ANSR), for 11 months,
435 people died on the roads, 21

less than in the same period last
year (456).
Between 1 January and 30
November of this year, 122,322
accidents were recorded, 1,572
more than in the same period of
the previous year (120,750). In the
same period, 2,048 people were
seriously injured, 107 more than in
the 11 months of 2018.
The ANSR also indicates that

38,332 people suffered slight
injuries, 647 more than in the
same period last year (37,685).
ANSR’s balance sheet, which
gathers data from traffic police
GNR and PSP, also highlights that
in the last week of November (22 to
30 November) six people died and
48 were seriously injured as a
result of road accidents.
Between 1 January and 30

November of this year, the district
with the highest number of deaths
was Porto (53), followed by Lisbon
(43), Braga (34), Aveiro and
Santarém (both with 32).
Lisbon was the district with the
most serious injuries (289),
followed by Porto (209) and Faro
(206).
ANSR data also indicate that
between 1 December 2018 and
30 November 2019, 487 road
fatalities were recorded (minus 19
compared to the period 1
December 2017 to 30 November
2018) while serious injuries rose
to 2,248 (plus 108). There were
two serious accidents on 3
December in Portugal, the first
occurring on the A3 in Antas,
Famalicão, which caused seven
injuries, including six PSP agents
following a bus from Porto
Command.
According to the source of
Famalicão Volunteer Firefighters,
one of the agents suffered
considerable injuries after the
crash between the PSP bus and a
car.
On the same day two women and
a young boy were killed in a fourcar crash on the Algarve’s A22
motorway. A seven-year old boy
and a 56-year-old woman resident
in Loulé, and an 83-year-old

British woman were killed in
accident which occurred near to
the Boliqueime service area.
A two-year-old French boy was
seriously injured. Five more
victims - a 9-month-old girl, a 3year-old boy, a 58-year-old
Portuguese man, an 84-year-old
Englishman and a 28-year-old
Brazilian woman - suffered minor
injuries and were taken to Faro
hospital.
Also in the Algarve, an accident on
28 November led to the deaths of a
pedestrian and a motorcyclist after
a crash on the Estrada Nacional
(EN) 125, in the Guia area.
The accident occurred at 5:19pm,
when the motorcyclist ran over a
pedestrian, then crashed into
another vehicle, a source for the
Faro District Relief Operations
Command (CDOS) said.
One of the fatalities was a person
aged about 25 years old and the
other person was described as
being between 45 and 50 years
old.
The ANSR data refer to deaths
occurring at the scene of the
accident or during transport to
hospital. The figures for serious
injuries refer to the victim of an
accident whose bodily injury
requires a period of hospitalisation
longer than 24 hours.
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2,125 tonnes of food donations collected

N

KIM SCHIFFMANN

Volunteer efforts were crucial in collecting donations for food banks, with over 40,000 people involved across the country.

The President of the Republic, Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, shopping for food to donate to
the Food Bank campaign. (Photo: Lusa/Jose Sena Goulao)

T

he Food Banks
Against Hunger
collected more
than 2,100 tonnes
of food last weekend, in the
campaign carried out in
2,000 commercial areas in
21 regions of the country.
40,000 volunteers from the
21 Food Banks (Abrantes,
Algarve, Aveiro, Beja, Braga,
Castelo Branco, Coimbra,
Cova da Beira, Evora, LeiriaFatima, Lisbon, Madeira

West, Portalegre, Porto,
Santarém, Setúbal, S.
Miguel, Third, Viana do
Castelo and Viseu) invited
the Portuguese over last
weekend to share the food
they buy for their homes.
The Portuguese once again
accepted the invitation of the
Food Banks and joined a
real social network, sharing
food with people in need in
their region.
Repeated confidence in the

food banks was evident in
the generosity of the
contributions. “We cannot
fail to underline the role of
volunteers, people of all
ages, with diverse political
and religious beliefs who,
side by side, contribute in a
fraternal and supportive
way to a fairer and more
cohesive society”, says the
President of Portuguese
Federation of Food Banks
against Hunger, Isabel

Jonet. “We have to thank the
thousands of donors, the
volunteers, the companies
and entities that supported
this campaign, so they have
made a great contribution
so that Food Banks can
continue to reach out to
many people in need.”
The collected food will be
distributed next week to
2,400 Social Solidarity
Institutions, which deliver
them to about 380,000
people with proven food
shortages, in the form of
baskets or cooked meals.
Isabel Jonet also points out
that it is “very important and
rewarding for all volunteers
and for the Food Bank to be
able to count on the
support of the President of
the Republic, who
highlights this social
network.”
By 8 December, it will also
be possible to contribute to
the campaign through
“Ajuda Vale”, vouchers that
will be available at BP’s
supermarket or gas station
boxes, each of which
includes a barcode for one
of five basic products (milk,
olive oil, rice, tuna and
sausages).
The Food Bank also makes
available the online
donation site
www.alimentestaideia.pt,
thus giving the opportunity
to share to all who did not
have the opportunity to go to
the collection points during

the weekend, to those who
are or reside outside
Portugal.
According to data released
recently by INE, more than
2.2 million people are at risk
of poverty in Portugal or
social exclusion (21.6
percent of the population). If
only income from labour,
capital and private transfers
were considered, 43.4
percent of the population in
Portugal would be at risk.
The network of charities
therefore plays a unique and
irreplaceable role in helping
those most in need, and
food support is crucial in this
aid.
These Food Bank
campaigns also alert society
as a whole to a reality that
cannot leave anyone
indifferent, and it is “very
important not to forget that in
everyday life there are still
people who need help to
eat, especially around
Christmas, where having
our family gathered around
a table is a wish that we can
each help to achieve,” says
the Food Bank.
Food Banks Against Hunger
activity continues throughout
the year. In addition to twiceyearly supermarket
collection campaigns, Food
Banks Against Hunger
receive daily food surpluses
donated by the agri-food
industry, farmers, supply
chains and supply market
operators. In this way food

products are recovered that
would otherwise be
destined for destruction.
These surpluses are
collected locally and
nationally in strict
compliance with hygiene
and food safety standards.
Thus, in addition to
effectively addressing food
shortages, Food Banks
Against Hunger fight against
a logic of waste and
consumerism, a hallmark of
today’s societies.
The 21 Food Banks Against
Hunger distribute food
throughout the year through
Social Solidarity Institutions
selected by them and
permanently monitored by
volunteers. These ensure a
close and individualized
monitoring of each person
or family in need, so that it is
possible to do,
simultaneously, a real work
of social inclusion, leading
to autonomy.
According to data from the
Portuguese Federation of
Food Banks Against
Hunger, last year the 21
Food Banks operating in
Portugal distributed 24,262
tonnes of food (with an
estimated value of €34
million), with an average
movement of 97 tonnes per
business day. Assisting
2,400 institutions, the food
was delivered to nearly
380,000 people with proven
food shortages in the form of
baskets or cooked meals.
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Government defends Iberian Lynx Centre

N

KIM SCHIFFMANN

The Secretary of State for Nature Conservation has defended a national budget for the Iberian Lynx Recovery Centre in
Silves, so that its operation is not so dependent on European Union funds.

The Iberian Lynx National Breeding Centre fist opened 10 years ago
and since then 122 animals have been born. (Photo: LUA/ Luís Forra)

“

Community funds are
crucial to maintaining
these projects, with
increasing strength in
preserving and safeguarding
environmental interests, but they
are always conditional on the
intermittent community support
frameworks,” said João Catarino.

Speaking to journalists on the
sidelines of the centre’s 10th
anniversary commemorations,
the official argued that an annual
budget “will be a guarantee for
people” who cannot be
“suddenly deprived of their posts”
but also for the sustainability of
the structure itself.

“Neither the people nor these
animals can go through this, so it
is so important that we have, in
addition to EU funds, an annual
guarantee of a national budget,”
he said, considering
fundamental work already
developed in the recovery of a
species that was practically lost.
“The work done by the centre over
ten years has been a success,
even for the number of existing
animals and the way we are
releasing new specimens of the
Iberian lynx, a species that was
practically extinct,” he said.
For the official, the good results of
the National Iberian Lynx
Breeding Centre (CNRLI), in
Silves, are due to the work
developed by the centre’s team,
in collaboration with partners
from Spain.
According to the Secretary of
State for Nature Conservation,
Forests and Spatial Planning, for
the maintenance and
consolidation of projects such as
this, it is important that, in addition
to the community funds, there is a
defined annual budget that
maintains “continuity in people’s

policies and work”.
João Catarino also said that
Portugal will continue to have
Community funds, not only
through regional Operational
Programmes (OPs), but also
through applications with Spain,
under other cross-border
cooperation programmes.
The official also highlighted the
partnership between the
Government and the company
Águas do Algarve, a company
responsible for water supply and
wastewater systems in the region
and which annually reimburses
€300,000 for the operation of the
centre.
The Iberian Lynx National
Breeding Centre fist opened 10
years ago and since then 122
animals have been born, as part
of the Iberian Lynx Captive
Breeding Project.
“In these 10 years 122 animals
have been born, and more than
100 have been reintroduced into
the wild [in Mértola, Portugal and
Spain, Andalusia, Extremadura
and Castilla La Mancha],”
Rodrigo Serra, the centre’s
manager, told reporters.

According to the official, the
balance is “extremely positive”
because it was able to “reproduce
in captivity and bring back the
Iberian lynx to Portugal, as well as
to provide reintroduction projects
throughout the Iberian Peninsula”.
Rodrigo Serra added that the work
at the centre “is far from complete,
there are goals to be achieved”,
stressing, however, that “the whole
team is motivated, even by the
success that has been the journey
so far”.
Of the eight captive-born animals
this year, seven will be
reintroduced into the wild by early
2020, and one will be integrated
into the ex situ conservation
programme as a breeder.
Rodrigo Serra also stressed “the
importance of all the work that has
been done with Spanish breeding
centres, with the sharing of
protocols and techniques”, saying
that it is “a project where everyone
learns from each other”.
“In the end it is a true Iberian
programme, because everyone
shares protocols and animals,
and the results are very good,” he
concluded.

Faro welcomes scientist to prepare world report on climate change
Global climate change experts will meet in early 2020 in Faro to prepare the report that will provide governments with an assessment of the impacts of
climate change on ecosystems and human systems.
Organised by the
Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC),
the meeting will bring
together about 300
scientists from 27 January
to 1 February at the
University of Algarve, Faro
district, it said in a

statement.
From the meeting at the
University of Algarve will
come the contributions of
one of the IPCC’s three
working groups, which is
responsible for analysing
the impacts, adaptation
and vulnerability to climate

change and for the writing
of the sixth evaluation
report.
The document aims to
provide an up-to-date
scientific assessment of
the impacts of climate
change on ecosystems
and human systems, as

well as an analysis of the
capabilities and limits of
these systems to adapt to
climate change and
options to reduce climate
risks.
Created by the World
Meteorological
Organization and the

United Nations
Environment Programme,
the IPCC aims to
disseminate the most
advanced knowledge
about climate change
affecting the world, pointing
out its causes, effects and
risks to humanity and the

environment, suggesting
ways to combat problems.
The scheduled meeting
for the Algarve is organized
by the University of Algarve
and its Sea Sciences
Centre (CCMAR), at the
invitation of the Ministry of
the Sea.
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China invests €2.5B in Golden Visas
Chinese investment raised, through ‘gold’ visas, €2.529 billion during the seven
years of the Golden Visa programme.

China accounted for more than half (51 percent), out of a total of 4,424 ARI allocated as
part of the Golden Visa programme. (Photo: EPA/Mario Cruz)

A

ccording to data
from the
Foreigners and
Borders Service
(SEF), the Residence
Permits for Investment
Activities (ARI), first
launched in October 2012,
raised almost €5 billion
(€4,911,263,689.42) after

seven years, with the
acquisition of properties
amounting to
€4,433,605,566.52.
Of the total amount raised,
investment from China
accounted for more than
half (51 percent), out of a
total of 4,424 ARI allocated.
In the case of Brazil, 844

‘golden’ visas were
granted during the
programme.
Investment of Turkish
origin amounted to €200
million (370 ARI) and
Russian to €198.7 million
(290 ARI). South Africa is
part of the group of the five
main nationalities that

invested in Portugal
through this instrument,
with €194.6 million
invested, with the
concession of 318 ARI.
In October, investment
through ‘golden’ visas fell
19 percent compared to the
same period in 2018, to
€59.9 million. Compared
to September, the
investment obtained
increased by 23.7 percent.
In the first 10 months of the
year, investment totalled
€661 million, 0.8 percent
less than in the same
period of 2018.
Between January and
October, Chinese
investment totalled €196.1
million, 10.8 percent less
than the same period last
year, while Brazil’s
investment fell 23 percent
to €142.9 million, and
Turkey’s investment fell by
half, in year-on-year terms,
to €40.6 million.
The United States (with
€39.3 million) and Russia
(€31.3 million) are the
other two countries that
invested the most through
‘golden’ visas in 2019.
TPN/Lusa

Anacom President
denies delays for 5G
Network
The President of the National
Communications Authority (Anacom) has said
that operators’ criticism of possible delays in
the process of implementing the fifth
generation mobile (5G) in Portugal “has no
basis or foundation”.
ANACOM’s response comes after the president of
Altice said that there are almost irreparable delays” in
the implementation of 5G in Portugal, accusing the
regulator of inaction.
João Cadete de Matos assured that “there is no strict
delay” and that the timetable that is being met is the
one that has been approved by the Government and
assumed by several countries.
“In the case of this statement by Altice’s manager, it is
even less understandable when Altice said a year ago
that there should be a postponement of this change.
We didn’t want to do that because we wanted Portugal
to be at the forefront of the move to 5G,” he said.
In the same vein, also in remarks to journalists, the
Assistant Secretary of State and Communications,
Alberto Souto de Miranda, assured that there are no
delays in relation to the 5G implementation process in
Portugal.
“Portugal from a practical point of view is not behind
schedule and the European calendar will be
respected,” he said.
When asked about the exchange of accusations
between Altice and Anacom, the official said it was
“normal for disputes between operators and
regulators”, but that the Government “hopes that the
environment will normalise and tranquillity will prevail.”
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Foundations for the future
Nobel International School Algarve celebrated the first brick
laying ceremony for its new Almancil Campus last week.

Celebrating the first brick laying of the new Almancil Campus of Nobel International
School Algarve.

Vernon celebrating 29 years in
Carvoeiro
Vernon Real Estate in Carvoeiro, one of the longest established and licensed
agencies, is celebrating their 29th anniversary.

his new project
began in October
2019 and during
the last two months
has shown a significant
progress and is ahead of
schedule. The Nobel
International School
Almancil Campus will
initially be a Pre-School
and Primary School, but
with a view to grow into
middle school and is
designed to incorporate
architectural elements that
allow for a mindfulness
curriculum, with a Pause
Pod, sensory gardens and
a Feng Shui inspired
central quad. A dedicated
Astroturf, Multi-Media
Centre, Multi-Purpose Hall,
Library and dedicated

T

playground for Pre-School
which will create a dynamic
and forward-thinking 21st
Century learning
environment and
classrooms will all be WiFilinked and include smart
boards. It will be providing
an ecologically and
academic rigorous
curriculum allowing the
children to be prepared for
an ever changing world.
The new campus will join
the family of Nobel schools
in the Algarve spreading
the Nobel brand from
Lagos to Lagoa and now
Almancil. Added to this
expansion Nobel is now
part of the Globeducate
group that has 51 schools
worldwide and this

membership will only bring
added benefits to the
students of all the Nobel
Schools.
Head of School, Mike
Farrer, would like to thank all
the members involved in this
project for the support to
make this new campus
become a reality: Maria
Tomé (Head of International
Section), Francisco Claro
(Head of National Section),
João Pedro Mendonça
(Head of Finance), and
Paula Cristino (Head of
Coordination). Also special
thanks to João Estêvão and
Emanuel Lemos, Project
Managers from P3 and
Engineer Marcio
Cabecinha from Ferreiras
Construcções, S.A.

Claudia and her team
Sylvina, Ana and Regina
have taken the opportunity
of the anniversary to thank
their loyal and often
returning clients for their
faith, confidence and
business in all these years.
Rod and Margret Vernon
moved to the Algarve in the
early 1980’s after spending
many previous years on
holiday here. They decided
to relocate and founded the
first real estate Vernon´s
office in Monte Carvoeiro in
the late 80´s and with
official license in 1990 with
satellite offices following in
Lagos, Portimão, the
centre of Carvoeiro, now
their main office.

Claudia the actual
Manager/Director joined
Vernon´s in the beginning
of 1999, gaining a lot of
experience of the
Algarve´s real estate
market and is able to offer
sound advice to both
buyers and sellers alike.
As an independent real
estate agency, Vernon
has built a strong
reputation for a bespoke
service, to meet the
needs of every client, with
the professional, reliable
and friendly team
available to help buyers
and sellers with their
Algarve property today,
through the whole buying
and selling process.

The Vernon Real Estate team

Award for real estate
agency
Exclusive Algarve Villas has picked up the award
for Best Luxury Real Estate Agency 2019 by Build
Magazine.
Build is a digital
publication dedicated to
the property and
construction market. The

Build magazine is
published quarterly and
brings news from
construction, engineers,

property, architecture and
design professionals from
all over the world.
A spokesman from
Exclusive Algarve Villas
said: “We are extremely
pleased that we have been
successful in obtaining this
coveted award by Build
Magazine. Being along the
front runners and
recognised by a known
brand and globally
published magazine is a
fantastic achievement. We
would like to thank our
team for the hard work and
our clients for their
continuous trust and
business”.
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News
Business

Foreigners invest €343.9 million in housing in Lisbon
Between January and June 2019, foreign investment in housing in the Lisbon Urban Rehabilitation
Area (ARU*) amounted to €343.9 million out of a total of 759 operations.

Foreign investment for the first half of 2019 grew by 10 percent compared to the €311.8
million recorded in the first half of 2018. (Photo: Lusa/Mário Cruz)

I

n terms of
representativeness,
international
investment accounted
for 34 percent of total
investment by individuals
in housing at ARU Lisbon

in the first half of 2019,
which amounted to €1.02
billion according to data
calculated by Confidencial
Imobiliário under the scope
of the SIR-Urban
Rehabilitation and

considering residential real
estate acquisition
operations carried out by
individuals.
Foreign investment for the
first half of 2019 grew by 10
percent compared to the

€311.8 million recorded in
the first half of 2018,
although there was a
decrease of another 10
percent compared to the
second half of 2018, when
€382,5 million were traded.
“International investment
in housing remains very
robust and continues the
strong momentum of last
year, when it reached an
unprecedented level of
€694.3 million. In the
previous two years, this
activity was between €300
and €375 million per year,
i.e. trading per year,
practically what is currently
being traded per semester.
Another indicator of the
strong interest of foreigners
in Lisbon is the increase in
the average price per
operation, which went from
€393.2 thousand (1st sem.
2018) to the current €453.0
thousand, 46 percent
above the national prices,
that remained virtually
unchanged at around €306
thousand” commented
Ricardo Guimarães,
director of Confidencial

N

Imobiliária.
International investment
was led by buyers of 70
nationalities, involving
countries from around the
world. France (21 percent of
international investment),
China (14 percent), Brazil (8
percent), the United States
(5 percent) and the United
Kingdom (5 percent) were
the most dynamic
international home buying
markets, although eight
others already have
investment volume over 3
percent, namely, South
Africa, Turkey, India, Italy,
Germany, Sweden,
Vietnam and Belgium.
In geographical terms, the
parishes of Misericórdia
and Santa Maria Maior are
the main destinations for
foreign investment in
housing, with investments
of €55.5 million and €54.9,
respectively, and a similar
16 percent share. Also
worth mentioning is Santo
António with a 12 percent
share and €42.8 million
invested and Arroios with an
11 percent share of €38.3

KIM SCHIFFMAN

million. In these four
parishes, international
investment has a strong
representation, and in
Santa Maria Maior,
foreigners are even
responsible for 80 percent
of all housing investment in
the semester, while in the
parish of Misericórdia it is
54 percent. In Santo
António and Arroios it
amounts to, respectively, 48
percent and 47 percent.
However, there is a growing
interest from foreigners in
other areas of the city, with
the parishes of Ajuda,
Benfica, Carnide,
Campolide and Areeiro
registering the strongest
growth in foreign
investment over the same
period of 2018 (between 70
percent and 165 percent),
even though they maintain
total investment quotas
below 2 percent. In this set
of parishes, foreigners
represent a maximum of 25
percent of all the volume
invested in their parish,
reaching a minimum of 6
percent in Benfica.
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This Week’s profiles:

Algarve Express
For further information,
Tel: 289 393 707
UK: (+44) 1268 723 601
sales@algarveexpress.com
www.algarveexpress.com

AudioCare
For more information, Tel:
961 431 894 | 966 211 557 or
289 561 158
www.audiocare.pt
info@audiocare.pt

Algarve
Book Cellar

Trading Places

Transport and removals by
Algarve Express
Whether you are moving house,
looking to transport goods or Christmas
presents between the UK and Portugal,
wish to move a small parcel, like to do your
online shopping within the UK, or need a
safe and secure storage facility, Algarve
Express can handle it and are able to
provide a professional and reliable service
for all clients. The team can also ship cars,
motorbikes, boats and their personal
specialised
service
extends
to
transporting dogs, cats and even you with
your furniture!
The aim is to make your life easier. And
while moving house can be a stressful
process, the professionals, with up to 20
years of experience, at Algarve Express
are there to help you with everything you
need, providing a full packing and
unpacking service as well as a loading and
unloading service, putting everything in
the right place under your instructions and
leaving no dirt, packaging or plastic
behind.
Providing high quality and low- cost
solutions for individuals and companies
within the Algarve is what the Algarve
Express business is based on, priding
themselves with reliability, security and
excellent customer service, especially
valuable for the British expat community
living in, or moving between the Algarve
and the UK.
Working between their UK depot in
Basildon, Essex and their Portuguese
depot based in Almancil in the central
Algarve, the team offers a weekly service
between the UK and Portugal and back –
allowing for a constant service for clients.
Algarve Express also offers a local

removal and storage service within the
Algarve and beyond. They have the
knowhow to offer a national, international
and worldwide relocation service with a
full packing service, weekly service from
France and packing materials available
for sale.
For Algarve Express, every delivery is
entered into as a partnership and their
number one concern is to deliver what you
need and when you need it, as long as it is
structurally sound and safe. The
philosophy of Algarve Express is to never
dissuade you from what you desire, simply
because it is more work for them, and they
are always happy to do the research
needed to create something new and
innovative.
For all your transportation, removals and
storage needs, contact Algarve Express
today.

Deafness is one of WHO’s top
five priorities for this century

In a survey conducted by the World
Health Organization (WHO) from 2013 to
2015, deafness ranked fourth on the list
of diseases. It is considered the first
disability with the greatest impact on the
population’s quality of life index, rather
than visual impairment, walking disability
and 345 other diseases. This has led
WHO to make it one of its five priorities
for this century. Statistics in Europe point
to an increase in the population’s
longevity. This information gives us a
positive scenario regarding our possible
life estimate. However, the quality with
which we have reached this stage of the
natural aging process is something that
will make all the difference in our daily
lives. Quite often, over the years some

Algarve Book Cellar, place your Fashion for everyone at Fi-Line
Christmas orders now
Fashions

For further information Tel:
282 354 310 or email
raymond.compton@gmail.com
Edifício O Galeão, Loja 1 e
2, Rua dos Pescadores,
8400-512 Carvoeiro.

Fi-Line
Fahion
For more information call
Fiona on; 914 538 888 or
email filine@sapo.pt
DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.

situations begin to emerge that
indicate that our hearing ability
has changed. The pleasure of
socializing with peers, social life
or certain activities that were
enjoyed normally suddenly
have a different weight. Noisy
environments
such
as
restaurants and cafes have
become
challenging.
Difficulties emerge in the ability
to follow a conversation,
creating an embarrassment.
There are several challenging
hearing situations that show
the need for an expert’s help.
Kate
van
DuijvenbodeAudiologist at Audiocare says:
“Remember that we listen with
the brain, as the ear is a
peripheral
organ
that
transforms the mechanical
energy from the vibration of
sound into electrical energy that
will be interpreted by the brain. The ear is
only a doorway. If you wait too long to
seek help, treatment may not be
successful because the brain loses its
ability to interpret when it has been without
stimulation. You can enjoy the simple
conversations with friends and family,
and you can regain your quality of life. It
is the perfect time as hearing technology
is at its peak. Would you like to seek
competent & professional hearing care?
Kate van Duijvenbode at Audiocare is a
Certified Audiologist and she provides
excellent advice and a high-quality
service. Try a hearing aid for 2 weeks and
if you purchase a new hearing aid, enjoy
a 5-year warranty and premium service
on your new hearing aids.

If you love books then you’ll love the
Algarve Book Cellar. Established over 16
years ago, this huge second-hand
bookshop – actually spread over two
shops – in Carvoeiro has now amassed
hundreds of thousands of books of every
genre imaginable. Floor-to-ceiling the
shop is packed with piles of books just
waiting to be rediscovered, many of them
in mint condition, some even brand new.
From literary classics to current
bestsellers, audio books to self-help
guides and children’s books to cookery
books, the Algarve Book Cellar has them
all; and if it doesn’t have what you are
looking for, books can be ordered
without postage and packaging fees. If
there is a specific book you would like to
give as a Christmas gift then place your
orders ASAP! Boasting one of, if not the

largest selections of books in the Algarve
and in various languages, bookworms
can spend hours browsing the endless
shelves and piles of paperbacks and
hardbacks. And now is a perfect time to
buy a few books, to enjoy on cosy nights
in by the fire, or to give as a present. And
if reading is not quite your favourite
pastime, then the Algarve Book Cellar also
stocks an impressive range of DVD’s and
jigsaw puzzles. CD’s and cards for all
occasions can also be found in the shop.
The Algarve Book Cellar will be open on
Tuesday, 24 December closed on 25 and
26 then open again on the 27 December
and closed on 1 January. Raymond would
like to wish all his clients a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New year. Closed on
Mondays. Open Tue – Fri. 9.30am – 5pm,
Sat. 9.30am – 2pm.

Now the weather has cooled down it is
time to update your wardrobe for the winter
season and there is no better place to find
the latest trends, styles and colours than
at Fi-Line Fashions in Armação de Pêra.
There is always new stock coming in to the
shop, all hand selected by Fiona, with
pieces to suit every style and budget while
always being of the very highest quality.
This season Fi-Line Fashions is welcoming
several new lines to complement the
exciting wide selection in the store
including items from Brakeburn and Brax,
and jewellery and accessories from Treaty.
The traditional autumn and winter colour

palettes of plum, navy and taupe are all in
stock, alongside pops of bright colours
including vibrant yellows and pinks. The
party sparklers have also arrived ready for
all your festive season events. Pick one
statement piece to update your wardrobe
or build up your basics for the season that
will see you all the way through to spring
and choose from the latest trends in
oversized tops, bright prints or from the
selection of classic pieces. All clothes are
especially selected from several European
designers by Fiona to accommodate
women of all sizes and shapes, as sizes
range from UK 12 to 22. Customers are
invited to browse through the collections
or, for those who would like advice on sizing
and styling, Fiona is available to help pick
out the perfect pieces to complement each
individual and their existing wardrobe. The
personalised service offered at Fi-Line
fashions also extends to a free alteration
service for items bought in the shop,
ensuring a perfect fit , every time.
Also to complete your look are many
wellness products to treat your face and
body. Skincare from Karmaskincare,
Magnetic Jewellery from Energetix and the
amazing supplements from Rain
International. The bright and spacious
shop is easy to find in Armação de Pêra and
even has a special seating area for “weary
husbands” located on the mezzanine floor,
complete with magazines and coffee. FiLine Fashions is open from Monday to
Friday from 10am until 1pm and from 3pm
until 6pm. The shop is also open on
Saturdays from 10am until 1pm. Urb Quinta
dos Arcos, Lote 13, Loja 3, Armação de
Pêra (located on the dual carriageway at
the back of Armação). Follow Fi-Line
Fashions on Facebook to see the latest
promotions, new arrivals and offers.
www.facebook.com/Fi-Line-Fashions
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Community News

Algarve history association
events in december

The Windsors in Portugal, 1940

Please note that the concert
with Olga Heikilla and Irene
Ainstein scheduled for
Sunday 22 December has
been cancelled for personal
reasons.
We have two special events
for the festive season. On
Tuesday 10 December at 6
pm (Lagoa Library) and Friday
20 December at 11 am
(Tavira Library), Peter Booker
will continue his celebration of
Fado. Fado is a music genre
that can be traced back to the
1820s in Lisbon - but its origins
are probably earlier than that.
Fado historian, Rui Vieira Nery
states that the only reliable
information on the history of
Fado was orally transmitted
and goes back to the 1820s
and 1830s.
In January this year, Peter
gave a presentation on Fado,
which sought to tear away
some of the misconceptions
concerning this essentially
Portuguese art form. Dr
Salazar reckoned that there
were three fs of which
Portuguese could be proud football, Fátima and fado. In
this second presentation, Peter
continues with translations to
accompany some traditional
fados, so that those whose first
language is not Portuguese
can have some idea of the
meanings behind the lyrics.
There is no generally accepted
definition of fado music, but
based on some years of
thought, Peter makes his own
definition. There are few fado
songs which are overtly

political, or which comment on
the material difficulties in life,
because for many years fado
was subject to state
censorship. This fact goes
some way to explain the
sometimes whimsical nature of
the songs, and their general
lack of critical comment.
On Tuesday 7
December at 6 pm (Lagoa
Library) and on Friday 13
December at 11 am
(Tavira Library), Barbara
Fellgiebel will give a talk
entitled My Grandfather
Tried to Kill Adolf Hitler Not all Germans were
Nazis.
I have known Barbara for
many years and she was one
of my first interviewees for my
series of Algarve People
written for Algarve Goodlife.
Barbara is the grand
daughter of the 20th of July
1944 co-conspiratior, General
Erich Fellgiebel. She will talk
about the German Nazi
resistance - a topic she says is
generally unknown outside of
Germany. She will address the
following questions:
1. What is it like to have a
grandfather who was both a
hero and a traitor?
2. Who does his moral
courage mean to this
descendants today?
3. Which of his values are
relevant and which ones do
you distance yourself from?
4. What happened to his
family in the aftermath of the
failed assassination?
Lynne Booker

1940 was an exceptional year as many refugees fled from Nazioccupied countries to the sanctuary of neutral Portugal. This is the
background to a new play based on fact in which the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor find themselves in the company of displaced
royalty from across Europe. Well aware of the scandalous
reputation of Wallis Simpson the atmosphere is tense.
Set at the famous Palacio Hotel in Estoril where another of the
guests is the eccentric art collector Peggy Guggenheim.
Entertainment is provided by the American cabaret star Josephine
Baker who is on an undercover mission for the French
Resistance. In this case fact really is stranger than fiction!
Add to this intriguing mix of people the wealthy Portuguese
banker, Ricardo Espirito Santo Silva who is suspected of being a
Nazi sympathizer. He brings an extraordinary message to the
Duke of Windsor from Germany’s Foreign Minister. ‘Once the war
is over Hitler proposes to return the Duke to the British throne’.
The scene is set for an intriguing and often humorous play.
• ‘The Windsors in Portugal’ written and directed by
Carolyn Kain.

Bowls Algarve
Tuesday 26 November dawned with ‘sea fret’ (foggy
conditions), some of the greens close to the sea were still in fog as
the Cameron Cup games began, but conditions improved very
rapidly. Alvor took all six points from Tavira; as did Floresta from
Albufeira; and Pedras won all six points from Valverde; Balaia were
the resting team this week.
Floresta are building a very strong lead at the top of the
Cameron Cup Table with twenty-six points, however they still have
a rest game to come, and with Pedras chasing on eighteen points,
and Alvor on thirteen points it is still not over with two games to go.

Be an Angel
For Christmas this year, ACCA is asking for your help. The
charity focuses on the needs of under-privileged children across
the Algarve, to ensure that the most needy get a special gift from
Santa. ACCA is asking individuals and sponsoring companies to
buy a Christmas present for a child who otherwise might never
experience the joy of opening a gift of their very own.
If you would like to participate in the 2019 programme, please
contact Wanda on +351 919 617 995. The gifts can be dropped
off at Curiosa in Almancil on the EN125, by the end of November,
to allow time for distribution.

• To be staged in the English language at São Brás
Museum.
Evening performance - Friday December 13th at 7-30p.m.
Matinees - Saturday 14th & Sunday 15th at 4p.m.
Telephone for tickets – 966 329 073
Email for tickets – admin@amigos-museu-sbras.pt
Profits to be donated to São Brás Bombeiros

An interesting week with both the Cameron Cup and the Super
10’s Competition, all clubs either won all the shots or lost all the
shots. Thursday, 28 November, a sunny morning for the Super
10’s competition saw Floresta win all eight points from Balaia;
whilst Pedras did likewise to Albufeira; As did Alvor to Tavira;
Valverde were the resting team for this week.
This cements Pedras at the top of the Super 10’s Table with
thirty-four points, Floresta are closing in on the top slot with thirtytwo points, and Albufeira on twenty points. Only one more week to
the Christmas break for this competition, but that is only the first
half of the season, so things could easily change.
The penultimate Saturday League match took place on 30
November. In League ‘A’ Floresta Foresters took all eight points
from Valverde Vikings; Tavira Tigers won six points from Alvor
Amigos who won two points; Pedras Panthers took all eight points
from Alvor Rooks, as did Albufeira Cats from Balaia Pods.
Floresta Foresters are at the top of Table ‘A’ with forty points but
Albufeira Cats are chasing closely behind on thirty-eight points,
and Tavira Tigers on thirty points.
In League ‘B’ Valverde Vulcans won six points from Floresta
Rangers who won two points; Balaia Whalers won six points from
Alvor Scorpions who won two points; whilst Valverde Vipers won
six points from Floresta Huntsman who won two points, the resting
team in this league was Alvor Greens.
Valverde Vulcans are securing a good position at the top of
League ’B’ Table on thirty-six points, whilst team-mates Valverde
Vipers are on twenty-six points and Floresta Huntsman on twenty
points.
One more week to the half way mark.

Portugal Walks
Tuesday, 10 December
– Lets Walk at Cerca Velha
A moderately easy walk
through beautiful countryside
and small hamlets showing you
how rural life used to be – some
great views over the
countryside to the north.

10.30 am start – meet at the
Cafe O Alagar, Cerca Velha.
Drive to the village of Paderne
and then up through the village
in the direction of Boliqueime.
You leave Paderne and 300m
along you come to Cerca Velha
and the cafe is on the left. If

Vilamoura International
School pupil achieves the
Top in the World results
Elizabeth Hurst from
Vilamoura International School
(CIV) received the Top in the
World prize in the “Outstanding
Cambridge Learner Awards” –
Portuguese Foreign Language,
a distinction from Cambridge
University which recognises the
achievements of students who
sit Cambridge Exams in more
than 40 countries over the world.
Cidália Bicho (CIV
Pedagogical Director) said: “It is
extremely rewarding to
congratulate Cambridge learners
and teachers who have worked
so hard to achieve tremendous
success in the Cambridge
IGCSE examinations. The
results are a reflection of the
enormous talent in Portugal not
only amongst learners but also
within the teaching profession.

Learners from Vilamoura
International School have a
bright future ahead of them, and
I wish them every success in
their future”
The Principal of Vilamoura
International School Bruno
Nande said that “Foreign
Languages are a pillar of our
educational project, and we are
delighted to see that come to
fruition as one of our students
receives this most coveted
award.”
Elizabeth Hurst has said that
she was “extremely surprised” to
receive this award. She has
been learning Portuguese for
eight years, and says that her
dedication has a lot to do with
the emphasis that her mother
put on learning the language of
the country in which they live.

coming from Boliqueime take
the road direction Paderne
after 5km or so you come to
Cerca Velha with the cafe on
the right. Chris 913 011 537
All are welcome, there is no
need to book but do wear
shoes suitable for country

walking (you walk at your own
risk). There is a nominal charge
of 5 euro this includes a
donation to charity (full details
www.portugalwalks.com).
Next walk: Tuesday, 31
December - Lets Walk at
Alfontes, Boliqueime

The Rotary Club of Estoi
Palace International
The RCEPI organised a fundraising bike ride with Activity Algarve
Bike Rides on Sunday, 24 November. We saw two enthusiastic
groups of cyclists assemble outside the Estoi Pousada at 9.30. One
group of riders cycled all the way up to the top of the 635 metre Cerro
São Miguel on a challenging 40 km round trip. The other group took a
less uphill route, but still climbed up to 400 metres, covering 35 kms
between Estoi and Moncarapacho. Well done to everyone who took
part and contributed, donations and sponsorship raised a total of 560
euros. RCEPI was founded in 2008 and apart from helping the local
community in numerous ways, the Club has also supported The Rotary
Foundation´s key project of eradicating polio from the planet. Rotarians
worldwide have helped immunize more than 2.5 billion children against
polio in 122 countries. For as little as $0.60, a child can be protected
against this crippling disease for life. As a result of this huge campaign
India was declared Polio free in 2012. In 2007, the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation joined the fight and from 2013 the Gates Foundation
agreed to match two-to-one, every dollar the Rotary Foundation
commits to reduce the funding shortfall for polio eradication through to
2019.With the 2 to 1 match from the Bill Gates Foundation our 560
euros becomes a total 1680 of euros towards the End Polio Now
campaign. Rotary Club Estoi Palace International, The Rotary
Foundation and the Gates Foundation are determined not to let polio
make a comeback. For further information on RC Estoi Palace
International contact moc@rotaryestoipalace.org, or see our website
www.rotaryestoipalace.org. and for Activity Bike Rides
www.facebook.com/activityalgarvebikerides/
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CHARITIES
APAA CHARITY SHOPS Dunas do Alvor: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias Garcia
20, Silves, Mon – Sat 10am -2pm
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES
in the Algarve receives items for
families in need, Guia and
surrounding areas. To donate or
discuss concerns about a needy
family contact Su Davis: 932
307 548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families
in the Algarve.
A.A.G. CHARITY Shop Guia.
Situated in the Main Street,
opposite the Football Club
Snack bar and close to Crédito
Agrícola Bank. Opening hours
Mon - Fri, 10am to 5.45pm,
Sat 10am to 2pm. Closed Sun.
Animal charity feeding street
animals. Patron Bonnie Tyler.
PIANIST WANTED on a
volunteer basis for occasional
Sunday services at the
Anglican Church of St Vincent’s
Chaplaincy, Praia da Luz.
Email pet.alex@sapo.pt
THE GOODWILL CHARITY.
R. Direita 5, Ed. Portus
Magnus, Portimão. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693, 10am to
2pm. Clothes, bric a brac and
furniture in saleable cond., large
items collected. We would like to
thank you all for your donations
and for shopping, that has
enabled us to help the local
community.
SECOND CHANCE charity
shop at Largo Das Ferreiras (on
roundabout), Ferreiras,
Albufeira. Open Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm. Sat 10am to 1pm.
Supporting people in need, also
Bombeiros, Soup kitchens,
Riding for the disabled, AHSA
day care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie
Cook 917 707 808.
PORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHEN Beco São José,
Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come and
help us make sandwiches &
serve food to hungry but
appreciative people. For more
info call Joy 917 358 098.
THE DONKEY SANCTUARY
needs all your unwanted items
for our shops in Ferragudo,

Carvoeiro and Lagoa. Larger
items i.e. furniture can be
collected. The shop funds allow
us to feed our many mouths at
the Sanctuary. We always
need extra hands at our shops
so if you can spare 3-4 hours a
week give us a call.
Chris 966 033 127.
CARVOEIRO CAT
CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.
Located in Porches and run
entirely by volunteers. We are
looking for some more
volunteers to help in our
shelter of 250 cats as well as
some foster families for our
cats. Call 918 552 788 or email
ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com
ASMAA CHARITY & UP Cycling Hub. Volunteers are
now needed for our shop. Wed,
Fri and Sat 11.30am to 5pm,
other days by appointment only.
Tel 969 320 231, email
info@asmaa-algarve.org Rua
J. Pereira Sampaio Bruno, Nº
53. Portimão (Behind
Bombeiros).
MADRUGADA
ASSOCIAÇ
Ã O provides
ASSOCIAÇÃ
home-based, end of life,
palliative care to patients and
their loved ones free of
charge. Your donations would
be very welcome. Volunteers
are also required. If you can
help call us on 282 761 375 or
visit our shops in Lagoa and
Praia da Luz.
CADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am
to 1pm/3pm to 5pm. Almadena:
Mon to Fri, 10am to 4pm, Sat,
10am to 1pm. We always need
extra hands in our shops.
ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE MÃOS de Ajuda.
Helping Hands Charity Shop,
13A Avenida Dr. Eduardo
Mansinho, Tavira. 100 metres
from Porta Nova Post Office.
Open Monday, Wednesday,
Saturday 10am to 1pm. Help us
to Help others in the Tavira
Area. 963558138
FRENCH LANGUAGE
Following the French
Government’s initiative to
expand the French language,
we are looking for Volunteers to
teach French in Albufeira or
Olhos de Água to children and
adults. No experience or
qualifications necessary, just
fluency in French and a passion
to meet and help others learn

Community News
this beautiful language. Please
contact 961 636 201 or
Angelica fash.co@gmail.com
HE NANDI CHARITY
THE
SHOP. Winter clothing now in
SHOP
store.Furniture can be
collected within 30 k Lagos.
Tel 912741857

MUSIC
Aljezur International
Choir
Choir. Thursdays 2pm to
3.30pm. Tel. 914285640 or
wattys100@hotmail.com,
The East Algarve
International choir
choir.
Thursdays, Luz de Tavira, Call
Rineke Hofman 926684061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com
Coro dos Amigos do
Museu
Museu. Thursdays from
6.30pm. Call call Liesbeth
281971909
liesbethnoordijk@gmail.com
Barbershop Chorus
Chorus.
Tuesdays 7.30pm.
Moncarapacho.
www.bellaacappella.net

SOCIAL
Royal British Legion
Portugal (Algarve) the
Central Area
Area. Lunches on the
3rd Wednesday of each month at
various venues. Non-members
welcome. Tel : 926908089
colinhearn998@gmail.com.
Royal British Legion
Portugal (Algarve) the
Eastern Area
Area. Lunches on the
1st Sunday of each month at
various venues. Non members
welcome.
rblportugalsecretary@gmail.com
Chess Club
Club. Eastern Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com
Drawing the Nude
Nude. Olhão
Thursday mornings.
jill.stott@gmail.com
Painting for Pleasure
Classes, water colours,
oils or acrylics. Wednesdays
Mesquite near São Brás from
10.30am to 12.30pm, 2.30pm to
4.30pm.. Terry Reed
289845561.
C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s
leading Social Club for
expats meets monthly for dinners
/ lunches and social events.
info@casasocial.club,
282495475 or visit:
www.casasocial.club

BRIDGE
Duplicate Bridge
Bridge.
Wednesday & Friday
afternoons at Vale d’El Rei
Hotel. Please contact
911561224 or 282358885.
Marina Club Suite Hotel
Lagos
Lagos. Tuesdays & Fridays
1.15pm. 963977642
Vilamoura Bridge Club
Club.
Tuesdays 1.45pm, Olhos de
Água. Mary Moore
919833122.
Lagoa. Thursdays 1:45pm.
282352022 / 969174130.
Vale d´el Rei
Rei. Beginners
968457888 .

Adult Fitness Programmes
Programmes.
10am beginners and +55’s,
11am intermediate, every
Monday/Wednesday/Friday.
Meet at Burger King Vilamoura.
919 339 396
Balaia Bowls Club
Club,
Tuesdays and Fridays 9.45am,
Olhos de Água, Albufeira. Jill
935701155.
Touch Rugby. Lagoa,
Mondays and Wednesdays
8pm - 10pm. Men and women,
all ages welcome. Simon
wilks89@hotmail.com,
282912280 / 924220173.
afpop - Badminton in
Silves. Thursdays, 8pm to
10pm. Tel: 910108730 or email:
suesharman9@gmail.com,

Carvoeiro. Mondays &
Thursdays 1.45pm for 2pm.
282357953 or 282357657.

Alvor Bowls Club
Club, Every
Wednesday and Sunday,
10am. 282490280
www.alvorlawnbowls.com

Frank’s Bridge. Thursday’s
2.30pm duplicate bridge, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do
Lobo. Frank Spelbos
937802110, spelbos@sapo.pt

Walking Football
Wednesdays, 9.30am 11.30am. Lagos. 50+.
jerrydowd@hotmail.co.uk

Amigos do Museu Bridge.
Friday’s 2pm duplicate bridge,
Museu do Trajo at São Brás
de Alportel. Frank Spelbos
937802110, spelbos@sapo.pt
Quinta Jacintina.
Mondays 2.30pm, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do
Lobo. Contact Sally Roberts
Tel: 28935 090,
sally@blanchworth.co.uk

SPORT
Walking Football Mondays,
50+, Tavira. Tuesdays 60+
ONLY, Olhão Thursdays, Olhão
from 9.30 to 11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk
Walking Football. Wednesdays, 10am – midday, Clube
Desportivo de Odiaxere. 50+,
just turn up. Tel. 960234641 or
Billandyvonne.harper@btinternet.
com
Tavira County Lawn
Bowling Club - Cerro do
Leiria, Santa Catarina, Fonte
Bispo, Tavira. Roll-ups Mon,
Wed & Fri. Joe Scott
963997582,
joe.scott121@btinternet.com
Crown Green at Alvor
bowling Club 10am.
966169747 or 965700536.

Walking football Tuesdays
and Thursdays 9.30am.
Vilamoura. info@brownsclub.com or 289322740.

Valverde Lawn Bowls
Club - Every weekday from
10am, Almancil. Jen
282332628 or 937264287.
Algarve Hash House
Harriers meet weekly.
289413854 or 918806044.
www.algarvehhh.org

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Scottish Country Dancing
Dancing.
Every Monday, 7.30pm –
9.30pm, Nobel International
School on the EN125 between
Lagoa and Porches. Mardie
Cunningham, 282356029 /
964278432 or
rosevale45@gmail.com.
Latin American and
Ballroom Dancing
Dancing. Tues.
10am - 1pm Alvor. Wed 7pm 8.30pm Carvoeiro. Caroline
961916821, strictly
dancingcarvoeiro@hotmail.com
Art Classes: Botanical Art
in Watercolours for
beginners
beginners. Weekly from 12
March. Vale D’el Rei every
Tuesday 1.45pm - 4.15pm 15
per class. Tel: 933669503
email: tonidade@yahoo.co.uk

afpop December Events
afpop Loulé Luncheon
at Restaurant Monte da Eira,
Clareanes on 19 December,
12.30pm for 1pm. For more
information and bookings
contact Bert Shubrook, Email:
bertshubrook@gmail.com

afpop East Algarve
Christmas Cocktail Dînatoire
at Vila Monte Farm House,
Laranjal Restaurant 19
December 7.30pm to 10.30pm.
For bookings and information
contact eastalgarve@afpop.com

Algarve Bike Rides
Saturday 7 December
December:Please contact Diana at
Dihoutzager@hotmail.com.
Sunday 8 December :Bike Ride starting in
Boliqueime , we meet by
Bolitasca, this will be a typical
Sunday ride of 35 to 40 km with
a cafe stop somewhere along
the way.
If you would like to come
along to one of these rides,
please do let me know either
by text, email or by confirming
on Facebook via the Activity
Algarve Bike Rides page. If a

ride has to be cancelled for any
reason, such as bad weather,
notification will be via text. We
reserve the right to cancel any
ride if less than 5 people are
signed up. Price for
participation is 5 per rider per
ride.
For more information please
contact Paul Beesley on tel:
913226954, email:
paul@algarvebikeholidays.com,
Visit:
www.algarvebikeholidays.com,
or Facebook:
AlgarveBikeHolidays.
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Gardening

Are garden centre bargains worth it?
So, after perusing the very expensive plant sections in your local garden
centre, you move on to the discount bench, where you’ll often find an
array of specimens much more suited to your budget - but are they worth
buying?

B

e careful what you
choose Christine
Walkden, resident
gardening expert
of The One Show and
author of Christine
Walkden’s No-Nonsense
Container Gardening, says
you can bag some fantastic
bargains, but you need to be
aware of what may end up
on the compost heap.
“Garden centres are now
clearing their shelves of
mainstream bedding and
herbaceous plants to get
ready for bulbs, which
generally come in in August,
and then for their Christmas
stock. If a plant is just
reduced because they want
to clear the benches, which
at this time of year is often
the case, you can pick up
some real bargains.”
As the season began so late
this year, there are great
bargains to be had, she
adds.
Summer annuals at a
snip
You can now purchase
packs of summer annuals
for a fraction of their original
cost, as well as ready-made
hanging baskets and
containers, which if kept fed,
watered and dead-headed,
should last well into
September.
Check plant health
But you need to check the
plant’s health before you
buy, she warns.
“A lot of things are being
reduced, but look carefully
at what’s being offered,” she

advises. “I would avoid
anything soft, squidgy,
obviously diseased or weak,
the normal poor quality
things.
“If the roots of discounted
bedding plants are coming
through the bottom of the
tray, it’s probably best to
avoid them as they are likely
to have been there a long
time and may have been
starved.”
Consider
perennials
which have finished
flowering
Plants which are coming
into flower or in full bloom
are likely to be more
expensive, while perennials
and shrubs which have
finished flowering may well
be among the sale items.
“If perennials have just been
chopped back and have a
good root system, and the
roots are white and fleshy,
that’s another bargain to be
had,” says Walkden. You
can get all-round interest by
going into your local garden
centre on the same day
every month and bagging a
bargain, she adds.
What about bulbs and
seed potatoes?
Recently, some centres
have been selling off seed
potatoes which should have
ideally been planted earlier
in the year.
Walkden advises: “You can
plant seed potatoes until the
end of June, while garden
centres will be stocking
autumn-flowering bulbs
now - such as sternbergias

and Crocus zonatus - which
should be planted by late
August.
“Bulbs are interesting
because you can plant them
totally out of season and they
will just flower much later,”
she says. “If the bulb is
sound, with no softness,
mould or disease on it and
you haven’t got round to
buying them, then buy them!
“I know lots of people who
plant their spring bulbs in
December, because they
forget, and they’ll just flower
later.”
Consider
cheaper
varieties
There are other ways to save
money on garden centre
plants. Some specimens
may be more expensive
than less popular varieties.
Acers, for example, can be
extremely pricey, but some
argue you can get the same
effect with cheaper trees
such as cherry or
Amelanchier.
Lifting and dividing plants
can also be an economical
way of increasing your stock
and you can do this with
many plants, from daintylooking astrantia, to tropicallooking hostas, heleniums,
rudbeckias and crocosmias.
Some clumps of bulbs will
separate easily, to give you
several healthy clumps to
replant, while you may need
to get a gardening knife to
divide other tougher-rooted
types like hostas. But leave
this job until the plant is
dormant, if you can.

Feeling healthy and well from the inside out
Health and wellness requires a holistic
approach, working from the inside out to create
a stronger, fitter and more beautiful you.

K

eeping well in Portugal
has never been easier
or more fun as an
increasing number of
companies offer a wide range of
services to make wellness
achievable for everyone,
whatever their budget, time
constraints or interests.
Whether you are looking for new
sporting opportunities, spa
treatments, health and dental
care, aesthetic medicine or hair
and beauty solutions, there is
something for everyone to
choose from.

At this time of the year it can be
easy to succumb to the desire to
hibernate in front of the fire and
your favourite series but there is
no better way to feel better about
yourself than to embark on health
and wellness activities. Getting
out into the winter sunshine can
boost your mood and indulging
in some pampering is sure to
leave you feeling beautiful from
the inside out.
Discover some of the best health
and wellness options available to
you in Portugal and start your
journey today!
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Re-establish your balance at the VILA VITA Spa
Taking care of yourself a few hours a week promotes your physical and mental health for a better life.

T

he VILA VITA Spa by
Sisley Paris is the
sanctuary of tranquillity
where personal
wellness takes a 360º
approach. The contemporary

design inspired by the Algarvian
coast, its sea caves, the soft
tones resembling the ocean
tonalities, allow you to leave the
world outside behind, while
indulging in the hands of expert

therapists and essential plantbased oils.
The Sisley treatments are
known for combining an
advanced scientific approach
with the finest natural products,

including plant extracts and
essential oils rigorously
selected for their biological
properties and their skin affinity.
Treatments and massages can
be fully experienced in one of
the fourteen elegant treatment
rooms, such as the Golden
Quartz, a unique full-body
therapy which offers all the
beach-like sensation benefits of
the quartz crystals to the sound
of Tibetan bowls. Indulge in
one of the varied facial
treatment, according to your
skin’s needs or go all the way
with one of the special spa and
wellness programmes which
include several treatments and
personal training, along with a
tailored individual eating plan.
Once here, it will be hard to
leave, so use the time well and
take part in some of the private
or group aerial yoga and
meditation classes in the
ample, bright, glass-walled
Yoga Studio, overlooking the
resort’s lush gardens. Right
next door, for those who aim for
different results, the HYPOXI
Studio offers an innovative
method of body modelling,
unique in Portugal.
Because of their proximity to the

Spa building, the recently
renovated Spa Suites are the
suitable alternative for those
wishing to enjoy a kind of
getaway with a variety of
treatments and private fitness
classes, as they allow those
seeking wellness to effortlessly
slip from the spa to the suite
during their stay. Many of the
resort facilities and beautiful
surroundings can, of course, be
enjoyed such as outdoor sports,
several swimming pools, tennis
and volleyball courts, mini
football, badminton, mini golf,
putting green and pitch & putt.
The 360º wellness experience is
complete with the healthy
approach found in the resort’s
many restaurants and bars, a
‘farm-to-table’ philosophy,
offering fresh and nutritionally
balanced organic or wholesome
dishes, as well as gluten-free,
lactose-free and vegetarian
options from the resort’s own
organic farm in the Alentejo. After
all this, your balance will be reestablished to enjoy the world
awaiting outside!
Contact Vila Vita on +351
282 320 351/2, email
spa@vilavita or visit
vilavitaparc.com/spa

We Care - Offering a helping hand.
We Care is a licensed agency that provides care and assistance for people who
need a helping hand in their daily lives, due to temporary or long-term illness.
Whether you need their help
for just for a few hours,
overnight, 24/7 or a holiday,
their caring and
experienced staff are
determined to support you to
live as independently as
possible. We Care is
specialised in dementia care
and receives training from
the National Certification
Board for Dementia Care
(Alzheimer Portugal
Association). They also run
the local Information and
Advice office from Alzheimer
Portugal Association to
support dementia patients,
families and carers.
An assessment meeting is
the first step to provide a
successful home care
service, We Care makes
sure to know the living
arrangements of the client,
as well as knowing what
risks and hazards are in the
home and through meeting
the client and understanding
their needs and
preferences, will be able to
choose one of the 30 trained
and professional carers, to
ensure a successful clientcarer-relationship.
Making sure that both the
client and the relatives are at

ease, throughout what can
be a stressful time, is a
priority for We Care, who can
arrange everything needed
from hospital pickups to
preparing the home with
equipment, letting them rely
on We Care’s expertise and
experience.
For people looking for home
care services, the head of
the agency Liliana Ferreira
has a word of advice: “It’s
always advisable to ask if the
agency meets the national
certification requirements, if
it holds a valid license
(Licença de
Funcionamento). This can
help you determine its
legitimacy and ensure it is
monitored and inspected

regularly by the regulatory
agency (Segurança Social),
which means you will be
safeguarded in terms of
mandatory insurances,
recruitment procedures and
reporting any ill-practices.
For information on specific
agency certification
requirements you can
browse www.cartasocial.pt.”
If you want to find out more
about We Care, go to
www.wecare.pt/en
call
+351 282 411 723 send
them an email at
geral@wecare.pt
or
visit them in Portimão
at Urb. Quinta da
Ouriva, Ladeira do Vau,
Lote 3, Loja 2. (GPS.
37.168038,
-8.532776)
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About Dental Implants

I

t’s a great and
affordable treatment
that will save you from
other dental expenses
in the future. More
accessible than you

imagine , check prices on
the website and book an
appointment to talk to us to
get a detailed quote.
With implant supported
teeth it is almost

Having dental implants is an investment in your future and your
quality of life.

impossible to tell the
difference compared to
natural teeth. With an
implant-anchored full
bridge there is no space
between your gum and the

prosthesis. No infiltration
nor decay will endanger
the long lasting result .With
proper care and cleaning,
your implants will last a
lifetime. Like natural teeth,
with the passing of time,
the crowns could become
worn or damaged. The big
difference is that your new
teeth can easily be
repaired or replaced, if
ever needed, using the
same implants for support.
Dental implants are the
permanent way for you to
replace your missing teeth.
Research and
documentation show longlasting results. Hundreds of
thousands of people are
now enjoying their new
looks and their ability to
laugh, speak and eat with
confidence! The most
difficult task for us is making
your new teeth look like
naturally beautiful teeth that
blend in the harmony of
your face. Therefore we
plan and prepare, using
molds, photo and video,
hinge axe registration and
wax-up techniques to
simulate your new smile.
When having replaced
missing teeth with dental

implants, it takes a dentist
to spot the difference; they
look so much like your own.
Extensive clinical studies
show only positive longterm results, the implants
used have a unique design
and the surface gives
superior strength and
ensures teeth stay securely
in place. The threads on the
fixture anchor the implant
and preserve the bone. This
maintains the soft tissue
contour which is important
for a natural look.
With the initial examination,
the surgery, post surgery

check-up, the prosthetic
work and one recall, it
normally takes about 6-8
visits until the treatment is
completed. In many cases
however, with today’s
technology and over 25
years of experience, Dr. Cris
Piessens can place the
implants and provide the
patient with – temporary –
teeth in one session!
On our website you can
read all about the All-On Four protocol to understand
how we replace all your
teeth on just 4 implants in
One Day .

A holistic approach to therapies for
the mind and body
Natural Joki Flow is a holistic therapy centre in Portimão that offers a
range of treatments for healing the mind and body.
Their clients range from people with
limited mobility, to active sporty types
whose bodies require some
maintenance, or those who just want
some relaxation time.
Each body treatment is tailored to suit a
client’s capacity to move and stretch its
muscles and joints. And as their body
becomes more relaxed and receptive to
the therapy the therapist can go deeper
into the treatment process without
causing trauma. This sensitive approach
often means that the client experience is
relaxing, pain-free, and often
energising. Clients typically feel like they
have had a mini holiday after an hour of
treatment.
And for those who are experiencing
mental stress Natural Joki Flow offers a
one-one counselling service where
clients can off-load and share their
deeper feelings in a safe and a nonjudgemental environment. A client will
typically receive at least six, one hour
therapy sessions with an aim to review
the work half way through the process.
Also for the mind and the body is the
energy healing, Reiki. This treatment is
typically applied for clients with both
mental and body stress, and is very
gentle but energising too. Clients who
are undertaking Chemotherapy and
Radiotherapy feel less nauseous and

less fatigued after receiving regular
Reiki treatments.
Natural Joki Flow offers an appointment
service but therapists Paul or Pasi are
happy to chat to you in advance via the
phone or email.
Studio number 934 622 500
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Top quality pampering at Spa Villas d’Agua
Spa Villas d’Agua is a beauty institute located in Olhos d’Agua, connected to Villas d’Agua apartments complex.

A

fter running a
beauty institute in
Holland for 22
years, Ben and
Ingrid decided to continue
this in Portugal where they
started in 2004. They offer,
with their professional
team, high level quality and

top service to pamper the
clients during their stay.
The outdoor pavilion with
an amazing sea view is
specially built for couples
massages and body
scrubs in a unique
environment. Even in the
winter it is possible to enjoy

this unique experience.
You can buy gift vouchers
for every special occasion,
birthday, anniversary,
Christmas etc. A wide range
of different treatments are
available to book; Facials,
body treatments, manicure
and pedicure, all types of

massages, hair treatments
and a wide range of top
products for hair, face and
body to guarantee a long
lasting effect on your
treatments. Already for over
25 years MATIS Paris is the
top brand for face and
body. For the hair and
scalp Rene Furterer has
natural products to cure
and maintain. Hands and
feet are treated with PRO
NAILS products and also
the nailpolish and gellack
are from the same brand.
AROMS NATUR is the
brand for the massage oils
and body scrubs. Complete
natural products with
magnificent smells and
structures. Spa Villas
d’Agua invites you for a
visit. Please call or email
us for an appointment or
just for an acquaintance to
show you our beauty centre
and to enjoy a coffee or tea.
You are always very
welcome! Spa Villas
d’Agua Torre da
Medronheira Olhos d’Agua
- Albufeira tel.
289502555
mob.
938737333
allskin@sapo.pt

Clinica Pacifico Established in
Albufeira since 1995
We work with an English and Portuguese dentists and a Ophthalmologist.
We are specialised in treating nervous
and frightened patients undertaking pain
free dentistry, involving the patient in all
aspects of treatment planing.
Dr. John McKean qualified in the UK,
and established his practice in Portugal
aswell in the UK, until he decided to move
to Portugal full time.
Dr. Joana Cesário started her career in
Clínica Pacífico, in Albufeira, in 2016 after
working in Coimbra where she qualified
and practiced for several years. She
specialises in cosmetic dentistry, which
includes whitening, reshaping and
realigning teeth, using composite
restoration rather than ceramic
restoration. Such composite restorations
reserve the natural tooth structure, involve
considerably less cost and are the least
invasive technique. A holiday to the
Algarve brought her to the Clínica Pacífico,
where she, after monitoring Dr. John
McKean and his way of doing things for
three weeks, found that this Clinic
practices with integrity and in a way that
made her want to continue her work at
Clinica Pacifico.
Joana always continues to improve her
skills and has been on an extended
course for implantology and other
advanced procedures. She has proven to
be very popular due to her sympathetic
approach to the sometimes nervous
patient. To further relax the patient, each
consulting room has a TV mounted on the

ceiling, so clients can feel at ease and
watch anything which interests them.
Also available at the clinic is Prof. Dr.
Alen Sulzbacher from the Eye Centre
Centre,
who share with us the ethic of caring and
integrity towards the patients. He speaks
English, Portuguese, German and French
and continues to offer his ophthalmic
services is also fully registered as an eye
specialist in the UK and Germany.
Dr. Alen is an Ophthalmic surgeon and
able to undertake the treatment of more
serious Eye problems.
For more information,
Tel: 289543545, email:
clinica.pacifico.albufeira@gmail.com
or
visit:
www.clinicapacifico.com
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Where the client is always the priority
7 years ago Alexandre, the owner of the hairdresser salon called “Alexandre” got the news that he had cancer.
into his salon, men and
women, blondes,
brunettes and everything in
between. He also cuts
children’s hair and if it is
the child’s first ever haircut,
Alexandre will cut it free of
charge. Being able to
speak three languages
(Dutch, English and
French), has helped him to
communicate better with

T

his for him was not
something he or
other people had
to feel sorry about,
as he rather saw it as a
chance to turn his life

around and had the idea
he was given a second life.
With this new feeling of
opportunity he decided to
settle down in Portugal and
in 2017 opened his hair

salon in the beautiful
fishermen’s town of
Ferragudo.
Alexandre specialises in
blond hair and highlights,
but welcomes everyone

his clients, as it is his
priority to listen and to
understand exactly what
the client wants and to
make this a moment of
pure relaxation and
comfort, letting clients rely
on his years of experience.
If you want to visit
Alexandre, his salon is in
Ferragudo, 66, Rua Infante
Dom Henrique, where he

will be on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays,
he can also be found in
Almancil on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays in
the salon “Dare U”, you can
also look him up on
facebook under “Alexandre
Hairstyle”, on his website
www.alexandrehairstylist.net or you can
call +351 936 595 774.
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The “nips and tucks” of aesthetic medicine
Patients often pose the question: “What exactly is Aesthetic Medicine?”

B

y definition, it is the
practice of
minimally invasive
techniques and
treatments in order to
improve, reverse, or delay
the effects of ageing, and
although sounding very
impressive in its objective,
this definition still does not
clearly explain the means
by which this “miracle” is to
be achieved.
For decades Plastic
Surgery has been the gold
standard for facial
rejuvenation but has
always relied on the tried
and trusted approach of
stretch, lift and cut off
excess skin and/or tissue.
However, this traditional 2dimensional approach did
not address the effects of
ageing on the underlying
deeper structures such as
bone and connective
tissues, nor the overlying
skin. It was from this that
the multi-faceted approach
of Aesthetic Medicine was
born.
Aesthetic Medicine aims to
combine various
treatments and therapies

to, not only improve skin
tone, firmness and
elasticity, but also to fill out
and lift sagging tissues.
Each treatment modality
works to enhance the
effects of the other, so for
example, a skin that is
more firm and less thin
(through various collagenstimulating protocols and
skin-tightening treatments
such as radiofrequency)
will naturally wrinkle less,
and will likewise “drape”
more naturally when filled
out and lifted with more
conventional dermal filler
materials.
An Aesthetic Medicine
trained practitioner must
thus combine an artistic
eye to understand the play
of light, shadow and
contouring to bring out the
most aesthetically pleasing
proportions to the client’s
face. They must also
understand the laws of
physics, of levers and
pulleys and the push-pull
function of each facial
muscle in order to lift a
saggy brow without
drooping another part of

the face. This anatomical
knowledge must also be
used to avoid
complications and if they
do arise, to know how to
best deal with them. And of

course, knowing which
product best addresses
which problem.
All the above must be
combined with managing
patient expectations,

needs, wants, and of
course budgets.
This is what makes
Aesthetic Medicine not just
exciting and rewarding, but
also challenging.

Please phone either
Luzdoc in Praia da Luz
on 282 780 700 or
Medilagos in Lagos on
282 788 217 to make
an
appointment.
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Facial Revitalisation Acupuncture is
not only a beauty treatment : it is a
thousands of years, the Chinese have
health treatment. For
known that beauty comes from the inside.
The Chinese discovered
and utilised ways to change
the energy flow within the
body, to initiate the healing
process for rejuvenation.
What is Facial Revitalisation
Acupuncture? F.R.A involves
the insertion of hair- thin
needles into particular
areas of the face, neck,
hands, trunk and legs,
along channels or
meridians of energy called
Qi (pronounced chi).
Specific points are choosen
to manipulate the
movement of Qi in the body,
according to the individuals
needs. Only the highest
quality disposable needles
are used.
Yvette Masure is a fully
registered Member of the
British Acupuncture
Council (BAcC) the lead
body for Acupuncture in the
UK.
They only represent those
professional
acupuncturists who have
undertaken extensive
training and who abide by
the code of ethics.
Yvette Masure Lic. Ac.

AMEM
Improving your life can
be a challenging
process and finding out
where to begin can
make us quit before
we even gave it a
proper shot.
Luís and Elsa from Amem
have many years of
experience and are
experts when it comes to
exactly that topic, with
different techniques,
massages and therapies
they want to teach you how
to improve your life and
give you the tools to keep
doing so all by yourself.
They offer a wide array of
massages, coaching and
therapeutic sessions, for
individuals or groups, in
different price ranges and
a first trial session is free of
charge. They can also
provide all of these
services in the comfort of
your own home, or even
through video call.
For more information visit
their website
www.amem.pt, their
facebook or Instagram
page “amemavibracao”,
send them an email at
info@amem.pt,
call +351 919 227 606
or +351 919 266 305.

O.M.B.Ac.C
www.yvettemasure.com
+351 918 893 648

+44 7939 236504
yvettemasure@
yvettemasure.com
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Alcodem dental clinic, Algarve Orthodontic &
Implant Centre

The Alcodem Clinic opened in 1996, expanded in 2012 and is located in Albufeira,
with plenty of free parking and a bright and modern interior.

E

ach of the five dentists
that work here as a team,
specialise in a different
field, which enables
Alcodem Clinic to offer almost
anything a patient could need,
from advanced oral
rehabilitation with implants,
orthodontics and
odontopediatrics to endodontics,
aesthetics and periodontics.
Alcodem are basing their work

on a digital work flow, which
means that X-rays and scanners
function digitally and crowns and
ceramics are made using a 3D
printer. They always renew and
update their equipment and
technology to make procedures
safer and easier both for the
patient and the dentist. While
keeping up with modern
solutions is important, they still
take their time for each patient

and make sure the patient feels
at ease throughout every part of
the process.
Emergency services are also
available and clients in need are
usually seen within 30 minutes.
Other special services include a

one day smile solution dental
implants and invisible
orthodontics.
If you want to find out more about
Alcodem, visit their facebook
page “Alcodem Clinica
Dentária”, call +351 289 587

818 or visit them at Parque
da Corcovada (near
bullfight
roundabout),
Centro de Implantologia e
Ortodontia do Algarve, R.
Manuel Teixeira Gomes 30
loja E in Albufeira.
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Health and wellness is more than just
about fitting into those jeans
Although it always feels good to fit into those “skinny” clothes kept in the
back of your closet, wellbeing is so much more.
It’s about keeping fit both
physically and mentally and
by doing something we
enjoy in a welcoming
environment. With over 35
classes per week and a mix
of outdoor and indoor
sports facilities the Health
Club at Browns Sports
Resort will help you feel
better about yourself.
Keeping fit doesn’t have to
be boring as Browns offers
aqua aerobics, circuit
training, pilates, pound,
zumba and yoga classes
just to mention a few; all
given in both Portuguese
and English. If you don’t like
classes or working out in
the gym there is tennis,
squash, spa area,
basketball, an indoor and
outdoor pool plus a one
kilometre walking track.
Walking football for the over
50 crowd is also very
popular. Whether you relax
by doing yoga or reaching
your max heart rate in a
high intensity class, you’re
sure to find the right class
that suits you and meet new
acquaintenances as well!

Health Club memberships
range from daily to annual,
including packages
specifically designed for
non-residents who are
”regulars” to the Algarve. All
membership types include
full use of all the Health
Club facilities and classes
with no hidden fees. Upon
joining you will meet with
one of our instructors to
discuss your objectives and
create a personalised plan

that is best for you. Moving
into its 20th year, Browns
Sports Resort continues to
cater to professional
athletes and local residence
as a Health Club, Training
Resort, Hotel and Sports Bar
& Restaurant.
For more information,
drop into the club at
Caminho dos Golfes in
Vilamoura, call 289
322740 or visit online at
www.brownssportsresort.com

Fightershop.pt
Fightershop.pt is the only shop in the Algarve that specialises in high
quality, professional fighting gear.
Here, customers can find a wide array of
everything that is needed to practice and
teach different fighting sports like Boxing,
Karate, MMA, Thai boxing, Kickboxing, Krav
maga and Jiu-Jitsu, as stocks range from
coaching equipment, protection gear and
combat gloves to mouth guards, kimonos,
clothes, supplements and finger tape.
They sell products from different high-grade
brands and in different price ranges like
Royal, Venum, Fairtex, King Pro Boxing,
Twins Special and Buddha.
The shop is easily accessible and is located

in Portimão, where the owners do
everything they can to provide individualised
customer support, taking their time to talk to
each customer about their needs and
preferences, as well as offering coffee and
sweets, and knowledge about the fighting
sports scene in the Algarve.
If you want to find out more about
Fightershop.pt, you can visit them in
their shop at Rua 2, no.4 a, Bairro de
Boavista, call +351 282 036 157, or
visit their facebook or Instagram
page
“Fightershop.pt”.

Home

Easy home eco swaps
Being greener has never been easier. Here are some easy swaps to help
protect the planet by using less plastic and recycling more.
2019 has been a big year
when it comes to plastic.
So many more of us are
now finally trying to use
less, recycle more and just
generally think about the
planet. And it’s high time.
But there’s always at least
one extra change you can
make.
“We believe that simple
swaps, from plastic to paper
and cardboard alternatives,
could significantly reduce
single-use plastic, says Alex
Manisty, group head of
strategy at DS Smith, a
sustainable packaging
company. “While there is no
silver bullet, sustainable
packaging has a huge role
to play - and unlike plastic paper and cardboard are
materials that are
recyclable not just in theory
but in practice, achieving
recycling rates of 85 percent
today across Europe.”
So, how can you do more?
Try making these easy eco
swaps at home...
1. Keep food fresh
without using cling film
You can use off cuts of
fabric, covered in beeswax
and coconut oil instead of
cling film, to keep food
fresh in the fridge. Or if
that’s too much like hard
work, you can buy your own
beeswax wraps.
2. Only use recyclable
wrapping
paper
Most of us are aware you
can’t recycle all wrapping
paper, but we often throw it
in with the paper waste and
hope for the best.
Non-paper gift wrap, such
as foil-based wrapping
paper or bags, cannot be
recycled. You can check if
your wrap can be recycled
by scrunching it; if it springs
back when you scrunch it,
it’s not recyclable. Just buy
lovely brown paper and
decorate presents with
ribbons or string, which
can also be re-used. When
you are recycling wrap,

remember to remove any
bits with labels or sellotape
on them, too.
3. Put your recycling in
the right bin
It sounds obvious, but so
many people put items in
the wrong recycling bins.
This Christmas, more than
90 percent of us are set to
shop online, which
according to DS Smith,
means that 25 percent
more cardboard will make
its way into residential
collections. To make sure
that all recyclable paper
and cardboard is actually
sent for recycling, residents
need to make sure that it
ends up in the correct
recycling bin.
4. Bin the bubble wrap
Bubble wrap and plasticlined envelopes are
extremely difficult to
recycle, so use paper
versions instead. They’ll
protect any goodies you’re
popping in the post and
can then be recycled.
5. Use a good old
hankie
Tissues, paper towels and
kitchen roll cannot be
recycled once used - mainly
for hygiene reasons. So why
not go old school and swap
these for a handkerchief or
cloth, so you can wash them
and re-use?
6. Don’t forget to
recycle your pizza
boxes
Pizza boxes are 100
percent recyclable even
when greasy, as long as
there is no food left in them
and they aren’t heavily
stained. The best way of
ensuring your pizza box
can be recycled is to
remove any crusts, leftover
food, and soak up any
excess oil.
7. Think about the
cards you buy
Greetings cards can be
recycled, as long as they’re
not covered in glitter or
other non-paper materials,

so only buy ones you can
actually recycle.
8. Stop buying records
and CDs
I know, I know, we love vinyl
too, but do you really need
any more stuff cluttering up
your home? Sign up to a
music streaming service
like Spotify, where you can
select and play pretty much
any song you fancy
listening to. And if you treat
yourself to a new Google
Nest Mini, not only will you
be able to listen to your
tunes on a quality speaker,
but you don’t even need to
use the app - you can just
ask Google to play you
anything you want to listen
to. Oh, and the Nest Mini
base is made of 35 percent
recycled materials, while the
cover is made from 100
percent recycled plastic
bottles, so it’s also a green
product to invest in.
9. Use more ecofriendly ways to stay
warm
If you feel the cold, it can be

massively tempting to have
the heating on more
frequently, but if you want to
use less energy, why not
focus on just warming
yourself up? Throw on an
extra jumper, or cosy up in
a super-efficient electric
blanket - perfect for
popping on the bed at night
time, having on your lap if
you work from home or
snuggling up with on the
sofa.
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Packed with Christmas
goodies
A Christmas hamper is always a fantastic gift, especially
when it is filled with delicious goodies!

Y

ou can of course
create your own
special hamper
but if you are
looking for a quick fix then
a ready made one is the
ideal solution.
Apolónia offers a wide range
of Christmas hampers, all
containing items that meet
their high quality standards.
This year the team at
Apolónia have created 25
different hampers to suit all
budgets and tastes
including classic hampers,
wine selection hampers,

cheese selections and
specially themed hampers
all curated by the Apolónia
team.
While there is a huge choice
on offer in the already
curated hampers, anyone
looking to put together their
own from the thousands of
products available in store,
can speak with the team
who will be happy to create
the ideal hamper for you.
If you are planning your
Christmas lunch or dinner in
Portugal and are looking for
the very best meats, deli

products, fish, baked goods
and treats, then Apolónia
has everything that you need
for a truly memorable
Christmas with family and
friends.
The dedicated butchers has
a choice of turkey, duck,
lamb, beef, pork loin and
much more while at the
Charcuterie you can stock
up on cheeses, cold meats
and pates from around
Portugal and the world.
A visit to Apolónia is the
perfect start to a perfect
Christmas.

Bakery launches Vegan Bolo Rei
Following the success of the vegan Pastel de Nata, the same bakery has
launched a vegan version of the famous Portuguese Christmas treat, the
Bolo Rei.
João Batalha, the owner of the Pastelaria
Batalha in Lisbon has created a Bolo Rei
which is 100 percent free of any animal or
soy products, adapting the traditional
recipe to meet the needs of his vegan

clients.
During the festive season the vegan Bolo
Rei will be on sale at the bakery located in
the Chiado area of the capital where you
can also buy a vegan Bolo Rainha.

Authentic Christmas food market
On the weekend of 20, 21 and 22 December, Christmas spirit invades the
VILA VITA Biergarten in Porches with the VILA VITA Christmas Food
Market.

Over three days, from 1pm
to 8pm, visitors can
celebrate the best of
national and international
flavours, wrapped in the
magic of the Northern
European Christmas
markets.
In an authentic and wintry
atmosphere, the cosy
surroundings recreated
by eight wooden alpine
huts promise to warm
spirits, offering festive
shopping suggestions
such as Christmas
hampers, gourmet
products from Herdade
dos Grous and Quinta de
Valbom, hand-crafted

wreaths and other
decorative items, all to the
lively sound of the Os
Compota (Funk Family)
and the Ricardo Sousa
Band, at 3:30pm, on
Saturday and Sunday
respectively.
A variety of food and
beverage specialties will
be on offer such as
raclette with potatoes and
pickles, the traditional
“Bolo-Rei” straight from
the oven, Gyosas,
homemade sausages
from Biergarten Metzgerei
and waffles with different
toppings, among others,
and a wide range of

drinks, such as Pilsner, a
Special Bock Christmas
version of the Porches
Craft Beer (VILA VITA’s
own craft beer), Herdade
dos Grous and Quinta de
Valbom wines, hot
chocolate, spiced teas
and, of course, the
traditional mulled wine
(glühwein).
As a prelude to Christmas,
everyone can get jolly and
into the festive mood,
enhanced by live music, a
children’s playing area
with a bouncy castle, face
painting, candied cotton
carts, and even a fire pit
where visitors can roast
marshmallows while
waiting expectantly for
Santa Claus’s
appearance.
Three days of pure
Christmas celebration
between family and
friends with the warm and
unique atmosphere of the
most authentic German
beer garden in Portugal,
which will culminate with
the prize draw of the VILA
VITA Christmas hampers.
Entrance is free for all.
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Switch up your Christmas traditions
Fancy a break from turkey? Here are a few ideas for serving up something a bit different this year.

I

t’s
a risky business,
attempting
to edit
Christmas. From who
hosts and gets to
place the angel on top of the
tree (oh, the arguments), to
what time it’s acceptable to
start opening presents (not
before 7am, surely!) and
which board games are
played, every family has its
own rules.
And that’s before you get to
the food part of the festive
programme. Arguably no
other meal is as highly
anticipated and rigidly
prescribed as Christmas
dinner, which means
making even the slightest
adjustments can lead to all
out family hostilities.
So perhaps this year, don’t
make slight adjustments
that will cause passive
aggressive comments over
the crackers (“Well, I liked
the parsnips roasted with
honey; sesame seeds is a
step too far”). Instead, make
shocking, unprecedented,
wholesale changes that will
either make your loved
ones go berserk, or will
bring them to the realisation
that there’s no need to have
the same Christmas dinner
now as you did in the
Eighties.
Tempted to shake things up
on the festive food front?
Consider these swaps...
Breakfast
If you usually have: Smoked
salmon blinis/ a whole
chocolate orange
Try: French toast or
crumpets
There’s something
luxurious and sophisticated
about smoked salmon
blinis at Christmas, but they
are fiddly. And a whole
chocolate orange? Totally
understandable, although
you may still feel full of
chocolate by the time the
Queen’s speech rolls
around.
You need something that
will just about keep you
going until lunch, but is
quick to snaffle amongst all
the flying wrapping paper.
Our vote goes to thick
triangles of brioche French
toast dusted with
cinnamon, and drenched in
syrup for a decadent, stillsweet option, or buttered
crumpets - they’ll soak up
all that Bucks Fizz you’ll be
drinking.
Lunch
If you usually have: Roast
turkey and all the trimmings
Try: Having your actual
favourite meal.
There’s a reason we rarely
eat roast turkey other than
on 25 December - it’s a
colossal effort and requires

more gravy than seems
possible. So, if you’d rather
avoid the stress of cooking a
bird you only encounter
once a year, particularly
when you’re cooking for
every single person you’re
related to (which is enough
to make anyone want to just
order takeout), it is totally
fine to give yourself a pass.
Just do three chickens
instead. Or a few ducks
(with a mountain of red
cabbage). What about
pheasant?
Alternatively, steer clear of
fowl completely (those with
dietary requirements will
thank you) and go with
Chef’s choice. It’s the most
special time of the year,
right? So serve up the food
that means the most to you.
It might be platefuls of
spaghetti Bolognese with
piles of buttery garlic bread;
a veg-stuffed wellington
and chips; a whole salmon,
perfectly pink and served
alongside a forest of
broccoli; or a Chinese
banquet, with every type of
dim sum and a tangle of
sticky ribs to work through.
Why be held hostage by
bread sauce and Brussels
sprouts? Break free.
Pudding
If you usually have:
Christmas cake or
Christmas pudding
Try: A sponge cake preferably ginger
It’s hard to not enjoy setting
something alight, especially
when it glows blue and
everyone around the table
squeals giddily, but be
honest, how many of us
genuinely like eating
Christmas pudding? And
Christmas cake is good, but
once you’ve picked away at
the marzipan (the best bit),
you’re basically left with a
lump of sodden fruit and toothick icing.
Between the (many) After
Eights and Brazil nuts you’ve
been picking at throughout
the day, anything too rich just
isn’t going to cut it either.
Which means you need
something light, airy and
vaguely medicinal, like a
ginger cake. Tea on the
side, please.
Boxing Day
If you usually have: Turkey
curry
Try: Turkey fajitas
Bridget Jones has
immortalised the turkey
curry buffet, and we have
nothing against it especially if there’s naan
involved, and mango
chutney, and even more
importantly, crisp onion
bhajis. In fact, a zingy Thai

green turkey curry would
change things up at least a
little bit, and make you feel
virtuous for eating stir-fried
veg that hasn’t been doused
in goose fat and blitzed in
the oven.
However, why not consider
Mexican instead? Boxing
Day fajitas offer plenty of
virtuous veg - onions,
peppers and all the
guacamole you can
physically eat. They are also
a non-parch inducing way
to reuse your leftover turkey,
as they come with lots of
spicy tomato sauce and
sour cream, and the carbs
in the wraps should help
soak up the Christmas Day
booze.
Best of all, fajitas are help
yourself if you just place all
the bits on the table - so no
flashbacks to having to
carefully divvy up pigs-inblankets fairly.
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Find your way around on your first day in Porto
When friends and family visit me, I play the city guide a bit. Of course, I want them to come back here, so they must see the best in Porto.
In the meantime, I have mapped out my standard route to introduce people to Porto on their first day of vacation.

View from the Monastery.

I

t´s time to share this city
route with tips for
people going on a city
trip to Porto. The
honour eventually goes to
my boyfriend; a local who
grew up here and showed
me around by visiting all the
nice places together. The
city route through Porto that
I take with visitors goes by
walking and public
transport. Leave your high
heels at home, embrace
your sneakers and have
your Google Maps ready to
help you when you get lost.
Type your destination from
your current location and it
tells you the way.
Get lost
Destination: Luís I Bridge.
For your convenience, use

the Trindade metro station
as a starting or recognition
point. It´s a large station
where you can change to
various other destinations.
My recommendation is to
simply get lost on foot here,
something that I have
become a star in and a way
to see the most.
In this case I want to take
you to the bridge over the
Douro: Ponte de D. Luís.
This 15-minute walk will
show you some beautiful
buildings, including
Monumento a Garrett at
Aliados, the Church Igreja
de Santo António dos
Congregados and the old
São Bento train station. At
the imposing Roman
Catholic cathedral Sé do
Porto you have a wonderful

view over the historic city
centre and the Douro river.
Instagrammers are visibly
fond of it.
From here you reach the
more than 60-metre-high
and 385-metre-long
bridge that consists of two
layers. Walk over the
highest point with
panoramic views. It´s also
beautiful in the evenings
when the monastery at the
end of the bridge is lit.
Walk up to the monastery
so that you have the best
place for a great photo.
Definitely recommended
to do this at sunset.
Score your wellearned port
When you crossed the
bridge, you are in Gaia.

You walk down the narrow
streets or grab the cable
car down for the easy way.
A pleasant promenade
awaits you here, usually
with live music and sales
stands with Portuguese
items. At the end of the
promenade you score your
well-deserved port on a
terrace (five glasses of
different port for €5.00) with
a snack and view of Porto.
The more luxurious roof
terrace of Porto Cruz is
suitable for those who are
more into a party mood
with a cocktail and music
from a DJ. Many port
tasting places are hidden
behind the promenade.
Before you walk back to
Porto via the bottom layer of
the bridge, look for the rabbit
in one of the side streets!
Once back in Porto you can
wander around or rest your
feet in a good restaurant
outside the touristic
mainstream area. I predict
that you will be knocked out
after such an introduction
day. Fortunately, there is
also a lot to reach by bus or
metro and Uber is an
affordable alternative to end
your day with.
When the evening comes
Many people still enjoy the
outdoors when the last
sunbeams of the day
come. Chatting, making
music and dancing during
sunset at Parque das
Virtudes, is therefore very
pleasant and a busy
´event´. You can bring your
own bottle of wine here, but
you can also buy a glass
around the corner for €1.

This coziness can be found
everywhere in other spots
in the city. Do you want to
go for another beautiful
view? Get a drink at Graça
Rooftop Bar or Hotel Dom
Henrique. For a meal you
can go to one of the many
tascas for traditional
Portuguese dishes.
Francesinha is a dish from
Porto that you can eat in
many places. If you are a
vegetarian like me, then
you can indulge yourself at
restaurants like Da Terra
where you can fill your
plate unlimited times from
the vegan buffet for €10,00.
My carnivorous company
and I enjoyed their
surprising selection.
If you have any remaining
energy left, go into the
nightlife of Porto that starts
very late. Many locals
gather at Champanheria
da Baixa for their famous
strawberry cocktail of €6.00
or the nearby located Café
Candelabro. In the later
hours, you can go to Casa
do Livro, Maus Hábitos or
Base Porto. Passos
Foz

N
MIRJAM
COLLENS

Manuel or Plano B would
be my recommendation for
those who would like to
finish off the night on the
dancefloor.
Beach walk or
shopping
It´s not a bad idea to plan a
nice beach day for the
following day in the nearby
town of Matosinhos. This is
where eating fish seems to
be a must. You can easily
reach it by public transport
and for the sporty person,
it´s possible to walk there
in two hours, with the
riverside on your left. It´s a
flat walk which includes
having a break at the cute
town of Foz, known for its
lighthouses and where the
Douro flows into the sea.
Here too the sunsets in the
water can be quite
magical. Want to stay in
Porto anyway? Shop until
you drop in Rua de Santa
Catarina and book a boat
trip. If you still need more
exercise, climb the Torre
dos Clérigos and keep
getting lost.

Property of the Week
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Exclusively for sale with Abacoz Algarve
This delightful two bedroom duplex apartment is located in a very
desirable area of Lagos within a 15 minute walk of the stunning golden
stretch of sand well known as Meia Praia Beach.
Lagos historic centre and the Marina are just a
15 minute walk away.
Ascending a few steps you arrive at the terrace
at the front side with the main entrance to the
apartment, which brings you into the open plan
living/dining area and the fully-fitted kitchen.
The hallway leads to a spacious bathroom and
2 bedrooms both with sliding doors onto another
lovely, large terrace with a BBQ, ideal for enjoying
those sunny evenings in the Algarve and dining
Al fresco!
This apartment would make an excellent
permanent home or rental investment as it offers
good living spaces, spacious terraces and a huge
private garage with a portion converted to 2

additional bedrooms.
The property also benefits from communal
gardens with pool.
Further features include central gas heating,
electric shutters, intercom system, electric
fireplace, central vacuum system, and an electric
garage door.
The asking price for this property (Ref: AA688SDJ) is €299.000. For further information or
to arrange a viewing, please contact our helpful
team at Abacoz Algarve Properties, we speak your
language! Tel: (+351) 282 044 886 or email:
info@abacoz-properties.com. Visit us online at
www.abacoz-properties.com or drop in to our
office in the beautiful Lagos Marina, shop 18/19.
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3 + 2 Bedroom Villa near the centre of Loulé

T

his beautiful villa
is situated in a
quiet residential
area near the
Health Centre and the
Loulé Municipal Pavilion.
The secondary school,
public swimming pools,
tennis courts, Municipal
Park, various restaurants
and all amenities are within
a few minutes’ walk.
The Algarve-style exterior of
this completely walled
property does not indicate
how spacious the interior is.
The entrance hall leads to
the fully equipped kitchen
on the left, and straight
ahead to the living and
dining room, where large
glass doors open to the
covered terrace in front of
the lawn area. In addition to

this, the ground floor
comprises an office, a guest
toilet and a library.
The first floor consists of
three bedrooms, all with
fitted wardrobes, one of
which is the master suite
and there is a separate
bathroom.
On this floor, a wooden
staircase gives access to
the attic that already has
some divisions, such as two
storage areas, one of which
can be transformed into a
bedroom, and another one
can be transformed into a
bathroom.
The garden of the property
has an individual layout; the
swimming pool is set on a
higher level, overlooking
the lawn, the BBQ and the
covered dining area.

- Three bedrooms (one en
suite)
- Separate bathroom
- Office
- Cloakroom
- Living and dining room
- Utility room
- Attic
- Air conditioning
- Landscaped garden
- BBQ
- Swimming pool
- Garage
- Carport
- Storage
- Solar panels
- Photovoltaic panels
Build area: 252 m2
Plot size: 508 m2
Ref.: A14-188
Price: €485.000
Please contact CCHomes
for more information
+351 289 462 438

Health
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Should you exercise with a cold?
Well first and foremost, it depends what type of cold you have…

I

t’s that wretched time of
year when getting a
cold feels almost
inevitable, as your
colleagues, friends and
family get struck down oneby-one with the sniffles. It’s
called the ‘common’ cold
for good reason - but just
how much does a cold
have to get in the way of
your regular routine?
We’re talking specifically
about exercise. You might
want to continue with your
gym schedule as normal after all, colds aren’t
generally a serious ailment
- but is it wiser to rest?
“For the most part, exercise
helps to keep us healthy
and boosts our immune
system against all kinds of
diseases,” says Dr Diana
Gall of Doctor4U. But there
are exceptions of course,
and sometimes taking a
rest is just what the doctor
ordered. So what’s the deal
with colds?
What type of cold do you
have?
According to Gall, this is
important: do you have a
head cold or a chesty cold?
A head cold has “symptoms
such as a sore throat and

runny nose”, she says,
while the chest version
involves “a chesty cough,
body aches and a raised
temperature”. (You might,
of course, have both if
you’re really unlucky).
With a head cold, Gall says:
“It’s usually safe to carry on
with exercise, even if you
need to lower the intensity
while you’re under the
weather.
“If you’re suffering from a
chesty cold, working out
could worsen your
symptoms and make you
feel even more unwell, as
well as putting you at risk of
injury, so a rest in these
circumstances can often be
better than a workout.”
Don’t overdo it
Even if you are safe to go to
the gym as normal, it’s
probably not advisable to lift
your heaviest weights or go
on a 10km run. “You should
avoid straining yourself too
much - keep your exercise
routine lighter than usual
and take note of your
symptoms day by day,” Gall
recommends. “If you wake
up feeling much worse than
the day before, or have
developed any additional

symptoms, it would be wise
to avoid the gym until you
start feeling better.
“The good news is that
‘exercise’ is a broad term,”
she adds. “If you usually go
running or do cardio
workouts at the gym, it’s
probably not the best idea
to carry on with these whilst
you’re ill. But lowerintensity exercises, such as
going on a walk, some
basic yoga, or resistance
band training could keep
you active even while you
have a cold.”
It’s also important not to
dive straight back into an
intense regime as soon as
your symptoms clear-up. “If
you exercise regularly and
take some time off due to
illness, try and ease back
into your routine with the
same amount of time you
took off,” Gall says. “For
example, if you took five
days off due to illness,
spend five days easing in
and working back up to
your normal routine.”
Ease back gently
If you’ve had a sicknessinduced break, it’s also a
good idea to introduce
some mobility stretches.

“Sometimes, if you have
been ill and had a couple of
days off work, you can feel a
bit stiff and immobile,” says
Katie Anderson, trainer at
yoga and low-impact studio
FLY LDN.
Anderson suggests three
simple stretches to get
some mobility back - and
the first is a supine spinal
twist.
She says: “Lie on your back
and bring your knees to
chest. Start to drop the
knees to one side of the
body, keeping your
shoulders pressed onto
the ground. Stay here for a

breath and using the core,
rotate your knees to the
other side of the body,
repeating on the other
side.”
The second stretch is cat/
cow. Begin on all-fours,
Anderson explains, and
“begin to undulate the
back, tucking the chin to
chest. Take a breath and
then begin to undulate in
the opposite direction,
engaging the back and
sliding the tailbone to the
sky as the chin and chest
lifts. Repeat with slow and
controlled inhales and
exhales.”

Lastly, a downward dog to
long lunge will help your
body get back into action.
“Starting with the hands and
feet flat on the ground with
hips high, shift your body
into a high plank, taking one
foot forward to the outside of
your hand,” Anderson
explains. “Taking a breath
here to release the hips,
exhale and send your body
back into downward dog.
Take another breath and
repeat to the other leg.
Depending on how your
body is feeling, you can take
this slowly or you can move
through it a little speedier.”
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Keeping grey hair
healthy
Stroll down the hair aisle at any chemist and you’ll see box
after box of dye stamped with the words ‘100% grey
coverage’.

F

or years, covering
up even the
slightest hint of
silver has been the
norm for millions of us, but
now there’s a new
generation of women who
are choosing to embrace
their natural hair colour.
Women like Vogue deputy
editor Sarah Harris, whose
stunning silver locks
cascade down to her
waist.
“I never really considered
dying my hair,” says Harris,
who went grey aged 16.
“My mother spent some
years dying hers and I
remember her six-weekly
trips to the hairdresser for
touch ups - it was a
commitment that I never
saw me having.
“I think it’s so empowering
to finally see more and
more women of every age
embrace their grey hair,

but I can understand the
nervousness around it in a
society that’s largely
obsessed with looking
young.”
“Our hair colour is
dependent on how much
melanin each hair strand
has,” explains Daniel
Lynes, Dove lead stylist.
“As we get older, the
pigment cells in our hair
follicles, which make
melanin, gradually die.
“When there are fewer
pigment cells in a hair
follicle, that strand of hair
will no longer contain as
much melanin and will
become a more
transparent colour - like
grey, silver, or white - as it
grows.”
The reason the shade of
grey varies between each
person is because it
depends on how much
melanin that person’s hair
follicle has, Lynes says:
“Grey hairs occur when
there is some still natural
colour left in the hair. Once
this colour has completely
gone, the hair will turn
white.”
Wherever you are on the
spectrum, everyone wants
their hair to look strong
and healthy, and silver
strands come with their
own concerns, so it’s a
good idea to consider how
you’re looking after your
crowning glory.
Here are five expert tips for

how to get your grey hair
looking its best...
1. Transition gradually
People can go grey hair at
any age,” Lynes says. “This
is mainly determined by
our genes, however
nutrition and health can
also have a big impact.
“Caucasian hair seems to
go grey earlier, however,
on average most women
in their 30s will start
seeing a few grey hairs.”
Ready to embrace your
greys? You don’t have to
go cold turkey and ditch
the dye over night.
“For those wanting to go
natural, speak with your
stylist about what works
best for your hair.
“It may be adding
highlights to break up the
darker tones or you could
go bold and cut it all off!”
2. Moisture is a must
“Silver hair can become
quite dry and wiry,
because it doesn’t hold
moisture,” Lynes says.
“So always use
moisturising hair products
to keep silver hair soft and
healthy.”
3. Pick the right
products
It’s important to tailor the
products you use to suit
your hair type.
“If you have fine hair, use
light products that won’t
weigh your hair down,
making it look dull and flat
- something that fine silver

hair can be at risk of,” says
Lynes.
“Go for light, volumising
products to give your hair
extra life and bounce.”
Whereas if you have
medium to coarse hair, he
recommends an oilbased conditioning
system.
“Many people are off-put
by oil, thinking it means
greasy, but oil gives your
hair a natural softness
when your hair is more
coarse - helping to keep
your hair smooth and
sleek.”
4. Combat brassiness
Just like blonde hair, grey
can sometimes be prone
to yellowish tones.
“To keep silver hair
vibrant, use violet toning
products, such as Dove
Silver Care shampoo and
conditioner, to neutralise
brassy tones, while also
keeping your hair
moisturised,” Lynes
recommends.
5. Be gentle
While many of us neglect
our scalp by lathering up
and rinsing too quickly,
being heavy-handed isn’t
a good idea.
“There’s no need to
roughly scrub your scalp
or hair when washing,”
says Lynes.
“Massaging in your
shampoo will gently
exfoliate the scalp without
damaging hair.”

Health
Health
& Beauty

Create the perfect smoky eye
Master the classic eye make-up technique with these catwalk-inspired ideas.

T

he ‘smoky eye’ is
a modern beauty
classic - and with
good reason.
The perfect shade of
eyeshadow, expertly
applied and blended can
transform your look, giving
the illusion of bigger eyes
and really making your
peepers pop.
But with ‘how to apply
eyeshadow’ in the top ten
most googled questions
last year, it’s clear a lot of
us still need some
guidance when it comes
to adorning our eyelids.
Help is at hand, however,
and it’s all thanks to the
autumn/winter catwalks,
where make-up artists
deployed a host of
beautiful smoky eye looks
in natural brown tones,
from soft fawn to bold
chocolate.
So, whether you want a
subtle daytime look or
statement eye for party
season, we’ve got the
inside scoop on how to

create four easy but
effective smoky eye
looks...
1. Super soft
At Max Mara, the MAC Pro
Team created a
monochrome make-up
look, choosing a single
tone of soft brown to
accentuate the shape of
each model’s eye, and
matching it with powder
contour under the
cheekbones and brown
matte lipstick.
Eyeshadow primer is key
to create a smooth base
for any smoky eye look and
to even out skin tone.
Smooth it across the lids
and up to the brows.
For this simple smoky
look, use a short
eyeshadow brush to apply
the shadow across the lid
and underneath your
bottom lashes, extending
the colour slightly at the
corner.
Then use a soft brush to
blend into your eye crease
and soften the edges.

Finish with brown or black
mascara.
2. Shimmer shadow
At Elie Saab AW19, makeup legend Val Garland
created a slightly
shimmery smoky eye,
using the L’Oreal Paris
Maximalist palette which
she paired with a soft pink
lip.
Start with a wash of the
lightest shade across your
lids, then use the copper
shade to define your
crease and create a warm
base.
Next, apply the chocolate
brown shade across your
lids and under your lower
lashes, then blend
upwards into the crease.
Finally, use your fingertip
to apply a small dab of
pearlescent highlighter at
the inner eye corner and
blend towards the middle
of the eyelid to give a
shimmery finish.
3. The big smoke
Tom Ford AW19 delivered
major glamour (as you

would expect from the king
of the catwalk) by way of a
bold matte brown smoky
eye and a nude lip.
Using the Tom Ford Eye
Quad in Nude Dip, rather
than starting at the crease,
the look was created by
outlining an almond
shape around the eye with
the dark brown shade.
Next, a soft brush and the
paler shades were used to
blend upwards, stopping
just below the brow.
To intensify the look, add
black eyeliner close to the
lashline and smudge it in
slightly, then finish with
black mascara.
4. Subtle sparkle
While this look hasn’t
been seen on the catwalk
yet, Victoria Beckham’s
long-awaited beauty
brand arrived just in time
for autumn, and the first
collection is all about eyes.
The pop star-turnedfashion and beauty mogul
has come up with a
foolproof way to create a
gorgeous sparkly smoky
eye, by combining her
matte eyeshadow palette
with a touch of Lid Lustre.
Start with a wash of the
palest shade in the
Tuxedo Smoky Eye Brick,
before applying the
medium shade and
blending into the eye
crease.
Choose one of the darker
shades to brush across the
lid and under the lower
lashes in a slightly winged
shape.
Finish by dabbing Lid
Lustre in Onyx in the middle
of the eyelid, to create the
metallic finish.
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Directory

AWNINGS & BLINDS

BOOKS

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

DRAINS

HEATING & COOLING

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS
BUREAUCRACY

CARPENTRY

sales@theportugalnews.com

Directory
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POOLS & SPAS
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Directory

Pool Service

Pool Covers
Pool Heating
Pool Fencing

www.salagua.com
N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro
Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com
Call Us For Free Advice

REMOVALS & STORAGE

TV / SATELLITE

TV Guide brought to you by
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SATURDAY 07

SUNDAY 08

MONDAY 09

TUESDAY 10

WEDNESDAY 11

THURSDAY 12

FRIDAY 13

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.55
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
22.00
22.45
23.15

10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.55
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.40
22.45
23.45
00.00
00.15
00.20

10.00
11.00
11.45

10.00
11.00
11.45

06.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15

16.30
17.10
17.30
18.20
19.00
20.20
21.20
22.10
22.25
22.30
23.45
00.15
02.05
02.10

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Live.
Flour Power.
Football Focus.
BBC News; Weather.
Live Snooker: UK
Championship.
Final Score.
BBC News.
Pointless Celebrities.
The Hit List.
Strictly Come Dancing.
Michael McIntyre’s Big Show.
Casualty.
BBC News; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
Match of the Day.
The NFL Show.
FILM: Memento (2000).
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two

06.30 Wild & Weird.
06.45 Top Class.
07.10 Blue Peter.
07.40 The Amelia Gething Complex.
08.20 FILM: Tinker Bell and the
Secret of the Wings (2012).
09.30 Deadly 60 on a Mission.
10.00 Robot Wars.
11.00 Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
12.00 MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
14.00 Jack Lemmon: Talking
Pictures.
14.35 FILM: Fire Down Below.
16.30 Live Snooker: UK
Championship.
17.00 Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
17.30 Saving Lives at Sea.
18.00 Wales: Land of the Wild.
19.00 Live Snooker: UK
Championship.
22.00 QI XL.
22.45 Live at the Apollo.
23.30 FILM: Trumbo (2015).
01.30 FILM: Short Term 12 (2013).

ITV London
06.00
07.30
07.35
07.50
08.10
08.30
09.05
09.25
09.30
11.40
12.40
12.50
13.55
14.25
16.20
17.05
18.05
18.40
19.00
20.20
21.20
22.25
23.30
23.50
00.45

CITV.
Scrambled!: Scrambled!
Scrambled!: Mr Magoo.
Scrambled!: Mr Bean: The
Animated Series.
Scrambled!: The Rubbish
World of Dave Spud.
Marvel’s Guardians of the
Galaxy: The Thanos Threat.
Scrambled!: Mighty
Magiswords!
ITV News.
James Martin’s Saturday
Morning.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
ITV News and Weather.
Nadia’s Family Feasts.
Gino’s Italian Express.
Midsomer Murders.
Countrywise Winter
Wonderland.
Tipping Point.
Catchphrase.
ITV News and Weather.
Take Me Out.
The Celebrity Chase
Christmas Special.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here!
The Jonathan Ross Show.
ITV News and Weather.
Play to the Whistle.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.05
06.30
07.15
08.05
09.05
12.30
15.15
16.30
17.35
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.35
01.45

The King of Queens.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Heineken Champions Cup
Rugby: The Big Tackle.
The Simpsons.
Live Heineken Champions
Cup Rugby Union.
A Place in the Sun.
The Secret Life of the Zoo.
Jamie’s Quick and Easy
Christmas.
Channel 4 News.
Titanic: The New Evidence.
The Royal House of Windsor.
FILM: Mission: Impossible
- Rogue Nation (2015).
FILM: American Assassin.
The Last Leg.

BBC Four
19.00
21.00
22.25
23.25
00.25

All Aboard: The Great
Reindeer Migration.
The Sinner.
From Elton John to Gary
Barlow: Celebrating 100
Concerts Live at Eden.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
Woody Guthrie: Three
Chords and the Truth.

06.00
07.40
09.00
10.00
10.30
11.30
12.15
13.00
13.15
13.50
14.35
15.55
16.55
17.20
18.20
19.20

20.00
21.00
22.30
23.00
00.10
00.40
01.10
01.15

Breakfast.
Match of the Day.
The Andrew Marr Show.
Sunday Politics.
Fern Britton Meets Alexander
Armstrong.
Wanted Down Under.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News; Weather.
Songs of Praise.
Escape to the Perfect Town.
FILM: Madagascar: Escape
2 Africa (2008).
Seven Worlds, One Planet.
BBC News.
Countryfile.
Seven Worlds, One Planet.
Strictly Come Dancing: The
Results.
His Dark Materials.
FILM: Elizabeth Is Missing.
BBC News.
Match of the Day 2.
The Women’s Football Show.
A Question of Sport.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.45
07.30
08.30
09.30
11.00
12.00
13.00
17.15
18.00
19.00
23.00
01.05
02.05
02.50

The Instant Gardener.
Around the World in 80
Gardens.
Countryfile.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
Rick Stein’s Secret France.
Live Snooker: UK
Championship.
Athletics: European Cross
Country Highlights.
Inside the Factory.
Live Snooker: UK
Championship.
FILM: Defiance (2008).
Question Time.
Best House in Town.
Holby City.

ITV London
06.00
09.25
09.30
10.30
11.30
12.30
12.35
14.35
15.35
16.35
17.35
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.35
22.55
23.50
00.15

CITV.
ITV News.
Beautiful Baking with Juliet
Sear.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
Nadia’s Family Feasts.
ITV News and Weather.
Midsomer Murders.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
How to Spend It Well at
Christmas with Phillip
Schofield.
ITV News and Weather.
The Celebrity Chase
Christmas Special.
Catchphrase.
Not the Robbie Williams
Christmas Show.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here! Final.
ITV News and Weather.
Hatton Garden: The Inside
Story.
Paul O’Grady: For the Love of
Dogs.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.20
06.45
07.35
08.25
09.30
12.30
14.00
14.30
15.05
15.35

16.05
18.00
18.05
18.30
20.00
21.00
23.05
00.05
01.05
03.00

Cheers.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Sunday Brunch.
The Simpsons.
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt.
Father Christmas.
The Snowman.
The Snowman and the
Snowdog.
FILM: Arthur Christmas.
Party Election Broadcast.
Channel 4 News.
Live: Britain Decides - The
Everything But Brexit Debate.
Escape to the Chateau.
Guy Martin’s Great Escape.
Jobs from Hell: Caught on
Camera.
Alex.
FILM: Nebraska (2013).
FILM: The Longest Ride.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.30
00.30

The Women’s Football Show.
Canals - The Making of a
Nation.
James Galway at the BBC.
Ireland with Simon Reeve.
The Sky at Night.
Mission to Mars: A Horizon
Special.
Revolutions: The Ideas That
Changed the World.
Tales of Winter: The Art of
Snow and Ice.

06.00
09.15

00.00
00.50
00.55

Breakfast.
Animal Park Christmas
Special.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
The Customer Is Always Right.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Father Brown.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
The One Show.
Critical Incident.
EastEnders.
Question Time Special.
BBC News at Ten.
The Young Offenders.
Have I Got a Bit More News
for You.
The Graham Norton Show.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

06.00
09.15

Murder, Mystery and My
Family.
The Repair Shop.
Sign Zone: Mountain Vets.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire: Your
Election.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Best Dishes Ever.
TheBestChristmasFoodEver.
Holiday of My Lifetime with
LenGoodman.
Who Do You Think You Are?
The Hairy Bikers Home for
Christmas.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
Only Connect.
University Challenge.
The Case of Sally Challen.
Newsnight.
FILM: Maps to the Stars.

06.30
07.15
08.00

BBC Two
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.30
14.15
15.00
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.30
23.15

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.25
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.30
22.00
22.45
23.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
The Switch.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
The X Factor: The Band.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Not the Robbie Williams
Christmas Show.
All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite.

Channel 4
06.30
07.45
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.55
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
23.05

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
The People’s Vet.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Party Election Broadcast.
Food Unwrapped.
Save Well, Spend Better.
24 Hours in A&E.
Gogglebox.
First Dates.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
University Challenge
Christmas 2018.
Vienna: Empire, Dynasty and
Dream.
Lucy Worsley’s Christmas
Carol Odyssey.
Rome Unpacked.
The World’s Most Beautiful
Eggs: The Genius of Carl
Faberge.

Breakfast.
Animal Park Christmas
Special.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
The Customer Is Always Right.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Father Brown.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Holby City.
Gold Digger.
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
TheApprentice:TheFinalFive.
Angels of the North.
Angels of the North.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.30
14.15
15.00
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
00.05

Island Medics.
The Repair Shop.
Great Australian Railway
Journeys.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Best Dishes Ever.
TheBestChristmasFoodEver.
Holiday of My Lifetime with
LenGoodman.
Who Do You Think You Are?
The Hairy Bikers Home for
Christmas.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
MasterChef: The
Professionals.
Rick Stein’s Secret France.
Live at the Apollo.
Newsnight.
NFL This Week.
FILM: The New Girlfriend.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.25
18.30
19.00
19.30
22.00
22.45
23.50

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
The Switch.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
The Royal Variety
Performance 2019.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
The Jonathan Ross Show.
Take Me Out.

Channel 4
06.30
07.45
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
The People’s Vet.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Kirstie’sHandmadeChristmas.
Amazing Spaces: Northern
Lights Adventure.
First Dates.
Gogglebox.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
University Challenge
Christmas 2018.
Secret Life of Farm Animals.
Wild Weather with Richard
Hammond.
Rome Unpacked.
Looking for Rembrandt.
Oceans Apart: Art and the
Pacific with James Fox.

06.00
09.15

12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.40
22.45
23.40
00.10
01.10
01.15

Breakfast.
Animal Park Christmas
Special.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
The Customer Is Always
Right.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Father Brown.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
DIY SOS: The Big Build.
The Apprentice.
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
Plastic Surgery Undressed.
Angels of the North.
Michael McIntyre’s Big Show.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30
07.15
08.00
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.30
14.15

00.55

Island Medics.
The Repair Shop.
Sign Zone: Critical Incident.
Sign Zone: The Big Cook Out.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Best Dishes Ever.
TheBestChristmasFoodEver.
Holiday of My Lifetime with
LenGoodman.
Who Do You Think You Are?
The Hairy Bikers Home for
Christmas.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
The Andrew Neil Show.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
The Baby Has Landed.
The Apprentice: You’re Fired.
Newsnight.
FILM: The Edge of
Seventeen (2016).
Reggie in China.

06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.30
22.00
22.45
23.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
The Switch.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
The X Factor: The Band.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Peston.
Monster Carp.

06.30
07.45
08.40
10.10

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
The People’s Vet.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Kirstie’sHandmadeChristmas.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Secret Life of the Zoo at
Christmas.
My Grandparents’ War:
Kristin Scott Thomas.
999: What’s Your Emergency?
24 Hours in A&E.
What Makes a Murderer.
FILM: #Horror (2015).

15.00
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15

ITV London

Channel 4

11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.05
01.05

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.30
00.30

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
University Challenge
Christmas 2018.
Hidden Killers of the PostWar Home.
Digging for Britain.
Vic & Bob’s Big Night Out.
Mortimer & Whitehouse:
Gone Fishing.
Thailand: Earth’s Tropical
Paradise.
Oceans Apart: Art and the
Pacific with James Fox.

06.00
09.15

12.15
13.00
13.45
14.45
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
21.55

Breakfast.
Animal Park Christmas
Special.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
The Customer Is Always
Right.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Inside the Supermarket.
Who Do You Think You Are?
Election 2019.

BBC Two
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
13.00
13.30
15.00
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
00.05
01.05

Island Medics.
The Repair Shop.
Your Home Made Perfect.
BBC News at 9.
BBC Newsroom Live.
The Best Dishes Ever.
The Best Christmas Food
Ever.
Who Do You Think You Are?
The Hairy Bikers Home for
Christmas.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
Inside the Christmas Factory.
QI: Pubs - A Christmas
Special.
FILM: I Give It a Year (2013).
Rick Stein’s Secret France.
Home Is Where the Art Is.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.55

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
The Switch.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Christmas Costs and Cons:
Tonight.
Emmerdale.
Gino’s Italian Express.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here! Coming Out.
Election 2019 Live: The
Results.

Channel 4
06.30
07.45
08.10
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.55

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
The People’s Vet.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Buy It Now for Christmas.
Christmas at Chatsworth
House.
C4 Alternative Election Night.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
01.00
01.30
02.00
03.00

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
University Challenge
Christmas 2018.
Wonders of the Solar System.
The Joy of Train Sets - The
Model Railway Story.
The Secret Story of Stuff:
Materials of the Modern Age.
Wild West: America’s Great
Frontier.
Oceans Apart: Art and the
Pacific with James Fox.
Handmade in the Pacific: Pou.
Handmade in the Pacific:
Kapa.
Ovid: The Poet and the
Emperor.
Wonders of the Solar System.

06.00
09.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.30
22.00
22.35
22.40
23.30
00.00
01.00
01.05
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Election 2019.
Election 2019.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
Garden Rescue.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
A Question of Sport.
EastEnders.
Question Time Election
Special - the Result.
Have I Got News for You.
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
The Graham Norton Show.
Fleabag.
The Apprentice.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
09.45
10.45
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15
14.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
01.20

Island Medics.
The Repair Shop.
Sign Zone: Love in the
Countryside.
Animal Park Christmas
Special.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Island Medics.
The Customer Is Always
Right.
Bargain Hunt.
The Best Dishes Ever.
The Hairy Bikers Home for
Christmas.
Election 2019.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Mastermind.
Mountain Vets.
The Name of the Rose.
Mock the Week.
Newsnight.
FILM: Marguerite (2015).
Sign Zone: Seven Worlds,
One Planet.

ITV London
06.00
09.25
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.30
22.00
22.45
01.10
03.00

Good Morning Britain.
Election 2019 Live.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
The Switch.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
The X Factor: The Band.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
The Royal Variety
Performance 2019.
Ideal World.
Meet the Parents.

Channel 4
06.00
07.15
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.30
00.35
03.00
05.15
05.40

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Election 2019: The Results Channel 4 News Special.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Flirty Dancing.
Gogglebox.
The Last Leg Election
Special.
Adam Hills: Take His Legs.
FILM: The Hunger Games:
Catching Fire (2013).
Come Dine with Me.
Extreme Cake Makers.
FILM: The Little Penguin
Pororo’s Racing Adventure
(2013).

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
21.30
22.20
23.15
00.15
01.15
02.45

Sounds of the 70s.
University Challenge
Christmas 2018.
Barbra Streisand: Becoming
an Icon 1942-1984.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
Country Music by Ken Burns.
Country Music by Ken Burns.
Sisters in Country: Dolly,
Linda and Emmylou.
Ultimate Cover Versions at
the BBC.
FILM: Bros: After the
Screaming Stops (2018).
Tunes for Tyrants: Music &
Power with Suzy Klein.
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Cinema

North & Centre

Last Christmas - Stars:
Madison Ingoldsby, Emma
Thompson, Boris Isakovic.
Genre: Comedy, Drama,
Romance. Director: Paul
Feig. Rating: PG13. Plot:
Kate is a young woman
subscribed to bad decisions.
Working as an elf in a year
round Christmas store is not
good for the wannabe singer.
However, she meets Tom there.
Her life takes a new turn.

EXHIBITIONS

The Aeronauts - Stars: Felicity
Jones, Eddie Redmayne, Himesh
Patel. Genre: Action,
Adventure, Biography. Director:
Tom Harper. Rating: PG13.
Plot: Pilot Amelia Rennes
(Felicity Jones) and scientist
James Glaisher (Eddie
Redmayne) find themselves in
an epic fight for survival while
attempting to make discoveries
in a gas balloon.

Loops.Lisboa 2019 12
December 2019 – 2 February
2020, MNAC – Museu
Nacional de Arte
Contemporânea – Museu do
Chiado, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Contemporânea, Lisboa, Entry
€4.50, www.visitlisboa.com

SLADE – Interpretations –
David Clapham & Ulrich
Niemeyer Until 14 December,
3pm – 7pm, Wednesday –
Saturday, Rua Capitao Luis
Gonzaga, Coimbra,
info@ngpcontemporary.com

Index: Landscape Past
Future Until 11 January
2020, Praça Conde de
Agrolongo 123, Braga, Free
entry, www.viralagenda.com

NEW THIS WEEK

Are You a Tourist? Until 15
December, 10am – 7pm,
Padrão dos Descobrimentos,
Lisbon, Entry €6,
www.padraodosdescobrimentos.pt

Algarcine – Portimão
The Aeronauts; Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; Frozen II (OV
& PV); Le Mans '66;
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(PV); Joker.
Algarcine – Lagos
The Aeronauts; Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; Frozen II
(PV); Le Mans '66; Maleficent:
Mistress of Evil (PV); Joker.
Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
The Aeronauts; Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; Frozen II (OV
& PV); Le Mans '66;
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(PV); Joker.
Cineplace Algarve
Shopping – Guia
The Aeronauts; Last Christmas;
Bikes (PV); Frozen II (OV &
PV); Knives Out; Charlie's
Angels; One Piece: Stampede
(OV & PV); Adults in the Room;
Le Mans '66; Joker; The
Addams Family (OV & PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV).
Cineplace – Portimão
The Aeronauts; Last Christmas;
Bikes (PV); Frozen II (OV &
PV); Knives Out; Charlie's
Angels; Woman at War; Danger
Close; Le Mans '66; Joker; The
Addams Family ( PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV).
*(PV) = Portuguese version
(OV) = Original version.

The World of Hans Zimmer
8 December, 9pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, Tickets from
€31.90,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

The Horse and The Fish 7
December 2019 – 20 January
2020, theLAB @ Catavino, R.
do Bonjardim 1206, Porto

NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
The Aeronauts; Bikes (PV);
Qu'est-ce qu'on a encore fait au
bon Dieu?; Knives Out; Charlie's
Angels; Frozen II (OV & PV);
Le Mans '66; Cats (PV).

Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
The Aeronauts; Bikes (PV);
Knives Out; Frozen II (OV &
PV); Le Mans '66.

MUSIC

Zayle Until 7 December,
Casual Lounge Caffé, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Cinema Listings
Estação Viana Shopping Viana do Castelo
The Aeronauts; Last Christmas;
Bikes (PV); Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; Frozen II (PV);
Le Mans '66; Playing with Fire;
The Addams Family (PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil;
Abominable (PV); Joker.
Cineplace Loures Shopping
The Aeronauts; Last Christmas;
Bikes (PV); Qu'est-ce qu'on a
encore fait au bon Dieu?;
Knives Out; Charlie's Angels;
Where'd You Go, Bernadette;
Frozen II (PV); One Piece:
Stampede (OV & PV);
Abominable (PV); Le Mans
'66; Maleficent: Mistress of
Evil (PV); Joker.
Cineplace Leiria Shopping
The Aeronauts; Last Christmas;
Bikes (PV); Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; Where'd You
Go, Bernadette; Adults in the
Room; Woman at War; Frozen
II (OV & PV); Danger Close;
Le Mans '66; The Addams
Family (PV); Maleficent:
Mistress of Evil (PV); Joker.
Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
The Aeronauts; Last Christmas;
Bikes (PV); Qu'est-ce qu'on a
encore fait au bon Dieu?;
Knives Out; Charlie's Angels;
One Piece: Stampede (OV &
PV); Adults in the Room;
Frozen II (PV); Le Mans '66;
The Addams Family (PV);
Joker; Maleficent: Mistress of
Evil (PV); Abominable (PV).
Cinemas NOS -

Tavira, Faro & Loulé
cinemas.nos.pt

Algarcine Portimão: 282

411 888 / Olhão: 289 703
332 / Lagos: 282 799 138
/ Sines: 269 633 510.

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /

Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244 826
516 / Loures: 210 110 677 / Riosul: 210
114 352 / Parque Atlantico: 296 629 514
/ Covilhã: 275 334 731 / Viana do
Castelo: 258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

The Nature of this Room
Until 21 December, 4pm –
7pm, Lapso Galeria, Setúbal,
www.viralagenda.com
Deep Deep Down, Far Far In
(and Out) Until 28
December, Leal Rios
Foundations, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
“NEW 18X” by the
fLIPADOS Team Until 31
December, 3pm – 6pm, Vantag
Galeria, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com
Calouste: A Life, Not An
Exhibition Until 31
December, Fundação Calouste
Gulbenkian, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.gulbenkian.pt
Claudia Mini Until 31
December, 7pm – 10pm,
Colorida Art Gallery, Lisbon,
Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com

Gavin James 12 December,
9pm, Aula Magna, Lisbon,
Tickets from €32,
www.everythingisnew.pt
LXM Festival 2019. 13 December – 15 December, Lisbon.

Ncod in Lis Until 10 January
2020, Galeria Reverso, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

The Narcissism of Minor
Differences Until 11 January
2020, 10am – 7pm, Arquivo
Municipal de Lisboa
Fotográfico, Lisbon, Free
entry, www.visitlisboa.com
Pauliana Valente Pimentel
Until 11 January 2020,
Arquivo Municipal De Lisboa
Fotográfico, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Rui Sanches Until 12
January 2020, Galeria Do
Torreão Nascente Da
Cordoaria Nacional, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Trienal de Lisboa. Economy
of Means Until 13 January
2020, 11am – 7pm, MAAT,
Lisbon, www.maat.pt
Empty Quarter #2 Until 18
January 2020, Galeria SALA
117, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com
Miguel Palma. (Still)
Modern Discomfort Until 19
January 2020, Museu Coleção
Berardo, Belém,
www.visitlisboa.com
Island Thinking – Re-Act
Contemporary Until 26
January, Museu de Angra do
Heroísmo, www.viralagenda.com

Elisa Strinna Until 3 January,
Fidelidade Chiado 8, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

FAIRS & FESTIVALS

Pop Art Stars Until 5 January,
10am – 7pm, Cordoaria
Nacional – Galeria do Torreão
Nascente, Lisbon, Entry from
€5, www.visitlisboa.com

Portuguese Handicrafts
Fair Until 28 December,
every Saturday, Campo
Pequeno, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

Your Money and Your Life
Until 5 January 2020, Galeria
Avenida da India, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Jaime Isidoro Until 5
January 2020, FACE – Museu
Municipal de Espinho,
Enspinho,
www.viralagenda.com
Inner Space Until 5 January
2020, 10am – 6pm, Museu
Nacional de Arte

LXM Festival 2019 13
December – 15 December, FIL
– Lisbon Exhibition and
Congress Centre, Lisbon,
Tickets from €38,
www.visitlisboa.com

Festival PLAY – Lisbon’s
Int. Kids Film Festival 8
February 2020 – 16 February
2020, Cinema São Jorge,
Lisbon, www.visitlisboa.com
Festival de Jazz de Lisboa ’20
1 March 2020 – 31 March 2020,
Teatro Municipal São Luiz,
Lisbon, www.visitlisboa.com
ModaLisboa – Lisboa
Fashion Week ’20 5 March
2020 – 8 March 2020,
Pavilhão Carlos Lopes, Lisbon,
Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com
Portugal Handpan Festival
2020 27 – 29 March 2020,
3pm – 11pm, Santarém,
www.viralagenda.com

MARKETS
Botanic Market – Saturdays,
9am to 1pm, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra,
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra
CCB Market – 1st Sunday of
every month, Caminho
Pedonal e Praça CCB - Belém
Cultural Centre, Lisbon, Free
entry
LxMarket – Sundays, 10am 7pm, Lx Factory, Lisbon,
lxmarket.com.pt
Mercado D’Aqui – 1st Sunday
of every month, Parque de
Jogos, 1º de Maio sports field,
www.mercadodaqui.pt
Benfica Handicrafts
Market 1st Saturday of the
month, 10am - 6pm, Estrada
de Benfica, Lisbon
Flea Market. Every Tuesday
and Saturday, 9am - 6pm,
Campo de Santa Clara Lisbon
Handicraft and Antiques
Market. Saturdays 10am 7pm, Mercado de Ribeira,
Lisbon
Antique Book Fair Every
Saturday 10am - 5pm, Rua
Anchieta, Chiado, Lisbon

The National. 12 December,
8.30pm, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, Tickets from €24,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Dream Music Fest 14
December, 9pm, Altice Forum
Braga, Braga, Tickets from
€30, www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Vienna Mozart Orchestra
17 December, 9.30pm, Altice
Arena Lisbon. Tickets from
€40. www.arena.altice.pt
Cirque Du Soleil 3-12
January, Altice Arena, Lisbon,
Tickets from €45,
www.everythingisnew.pt
James Arthur 19 January,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon,
Tickets from €23,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Madonna Madame X Tour
12 – 23 January, from 8.30pm,
Coliseu Lisboa, Tickets from
€75, www.everythingisnew.pt
Melanie Martinez 21
January 2020, 7.30pm, Campo
Pequeno, Lisbon, Tickets from
€25, www.everythingisnew.pt
Keane 25 January, 8pm,
Coliseu do Porto, Porto,
Tickets from €30,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Ghostemane 28 February
2020, 8pm, LAV – Lisboa ao
Vivo, Lisbon, Tickets from
€22, www.everythingisnew.pt
The 1975 7 March, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, 8.30pm,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Fat Freddy’s Drop 29 March
2020, 8pm, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, Tickets from €22,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Bon Iver 15 April, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, 8.00pm,
www.everythingisnew.pt

THEATRE & DANCE
Heidi 1 November 2019 – 14
June 2020, 3pm, Teatro
Armando Cortez, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Dream Music Fest 14 & 15
December, 8pm – 1.30am,
Altice Forum Braga,
www.viralagenda.com
Feira de Artesanato de
Matosinhos 29 November –

Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.
(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NOTE:

Handicrafts Market
Saturdays, Praça da Galiza, Vila
Nova de Cerveira
Mercado de Santana The
largest Open Air Market in
Portugal, Sundays, 8am - 1pm.
Caldas da Rainha

Treasures Until 7 December,
10.30am – 7pm, Galeria Jorge
Welsh Works of Art, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Parallel Review Until 14
December, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
The Aeronauts; Bikes (PV);
Knives Out; Charlie's Angels;
Frozen II (OV & PV); Le Mans
'66.

23 December, 10am, Jardim
Basílio Teles, Matosinhos, Free
entry, www.viralagenda.com

The World of Hans Zimmer. 8 December, Lisbon.

Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing. Please send your events to
events@theportugalnews.com by midday on the Monday before publication.

Events
Shrek the Musical 16
November 2019 – 2 February
2020, Auditório Casino Estoril,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Swan Lake 7 & 8 December,
Teatro Tivoli BBVA, Lisbon,
Tickets from €20,
www.visitlisboa.com
The Night Watchman 7
December – 10 December,
Teatro Municipal São Luiz,
Lisbon, Tickets from €5,
www.visitlisboa.com
Maxime Cabaret Show
Until14 December, 8.30pm,
Maxime Restaurante – Bar,
Lisbon, Tickets €55,
www.viralagenda.com
Carmina Burana by La
Fura dels Baus 20 & 21
December, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, Tickets from €17,50,
www.visitlisboa.com
The Nutcracker by the
Russian Classical Ballet 21
December, 9.30pm, Auditório
Jorge Sampaio, Sintra, Lisbon,
Tickets from €18,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Chicago Until 29 December,
9.30pm, Teatro da Trindade
INATEL, Lisbon

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Ashtanga Yoga Class, 4
September – 17 December,
7.30pm – 8.30pm, Jardim do
Torel, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Life Coaching Masterclass
28 September – 25 January
2019, 9am – 12.30pm, Estudio
Mariposa, Lisbon, Tickets
from €25,
www.viralagenda.com
Yoga for Anxiety and Stress
Relief 4 October 2019 – 28
January 2020, 7pm – 8pm,
Jardim do Torel, Lisbon, Cost:
€6, www.viralagenda.com

South
AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve
Online auction starts 20
December. Viewing days: 30 &
31 December 9am - 2pm.
Online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com, 289 832
380, info@ahalgarve.com

EXHIBITIONS

Quarteira Flea Market - 1 st
Saturday of the month

Nutrição Desportiva Until 31
December, PentaDiet,
Portimão. www.viralagenda.com

Lagos Market, Next to the
Stadium - 1st Saturday of the
month

THEATRE & DANCE

Padere - 1 st Saturday of the
month

Wizard of Oz 8 December,
3.30pm, Albufeira Municipal
Theatre. Show for 4-12 year
olds, tickets from €1. 289 599
521

Ferreiras - 2 and 4 Tuesday
of the month

Nutcraker. 12 - 15
December, Figuras Theatre

nd

th

EXPATS – Collective Photo
Exhibition Until 22
December 2019, 3pm – 7pm,
Associação 289, Faro,
www.visitalga

Natalis ’19 Until 8 December,
Feira Internacional de Lisboa,
Lisbon, www.visitlisboa.com

Afro – Disiac’ Until 28
December, 10am – 6pm,
Cultural Centre, Lagos, Free
entry, www.visitalgarve.com

Loulé Christmas Shopping
Tour 10 December, 4pm – 7pm,
www.expatcentreportugal.com

The Art of Clay – Culture
and Tradition of Roof Tile
Markers Until 31 December
2019, Costume Museum, São
Brás de Alportel,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Living Statues at Christmas |
6th Edition. 13 & 14 December,
3pm-6pm (Fri) & 10am-1am
(Sat). 25 de Abril Street and 5 de
Outubro Square, Lagoa.

Salt Nativity Scene Until 6
January 2020, 10am – 1pm &
2pm – 6pm, Casa do Sal,
Castro Marim,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Concerto de Natal 14
December, 4pm, Auditório
Municipal Augusto Cabrita,
Setúbal, Tickets from €3,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

“Retrospective” Mário
Prencipe 13 December 2019
– 4 January 2020, 9.30am –
12.30pm and 1.30pm –
5.30pm, João Bailote
Municipality Gallery, Albufeira,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Christmas Street 14 – 24
December, 11am – 6pm, Rua
Vasco da Gama, Quarteira
A Andorinha e o Príncipe 15
December, 3pm, Centro Cultural
Convento S. José, Lagoa
Concerto Coral de Natal 15
December, 5pm, Centro Cultural
Convento S. José, Lagoa

Treasures of Nature by
Sylvain and Tara Bongard
Until 7 January 2020, Silves
Castle
atelierbongard@hotmail.com
Salt Nativity Scene. Until 6 January 2020, Castro Marim.
Fuseta Flea Market - 2 nd
Sunday of the month

Faro. Tickets from €10.
www.teatrodasfiguras.pt

Triangle Network 2019 10
December – 20 December,
Hangar Espaço Cultural,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

Arte Natura - by Monika &
Bernhard. Craftwork with
natural materials, Caldas de
Monchique, Daily 10am to
6pm, 962 815 386

Aldeia Nova - 2nd Sunday of
the month
Monchique Market - 2 nd
Friday of the month

The Swallow and the
Prince. 15 December, 3pm,
São José Convent Lagoa. Free
entry, childrens theatre.
www.ideiasdolevante.info

Sat Nam Rasayan – Art of
Healing 26 January – 21
December, SER YOGA, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

Paintings by Liz Allen
Ongoing exhibition, Óchálá
Casa de Chá, 12 Rua Dr.
Samora Gil, Monchique 8550
249 Wednesday – Sunday, 106pm, 282 912 524

FAIRS & FESTIVALS

Lagoa Market - 2nd Sunday of
the month
Ferragudo Flea Market - 2 nd
Sunday of the month
Faro - 2nd Sunday of the month
Vaqueiros - 2 nd Thursday of
the month

Bouldering Workshop 7
December, 10am – 4pm,
Penoita – Vouzela, from €5,
www.viralagenda.com

Querença Sausage Fair 19
January 2020, Querença –
Chruch Square, Loulé,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Car Boot Sale from 9am, 1 st
Sunday of each month. Old
School House, Vales, Aljezur.

SPORTS

New Years Eve in Lagos
with Anselmo Ralph 31
December, Praça do Infante,
Lagos

Farmers Market. 1 st Sunday
of each month, 10am – 1pm,
Quinta Shopping.
info@quintashopping.com

MARKETS

MUSIC

Loulé - Every Saturday

Trio Rui Caetanto. 17
January, 9pm, 18 January
5pm, Quinta do Barradas.
Tickets €12.
www.cmsilves.bol.pt

Lisbon City Runners 1
January – 31 December,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com
Nazaré Big Wave
Challenge Until 31 March
2020, Praia do Norte, Nazaré,
Free entry,
www.worldsurfleague.com
Corrida São Silvestre de
Lisboa ’19 28 December,
Praça dos Restauradores,
Lisbon,
www.saosilvestredelisboa.com
Allianz CUP 22 January
2020, 7.45pm, Estádio
Municipal de Braga, Tickets
from €5, www.blueticket.pt

Christmas Show 7 December,
11am and 3pm, Loulé Municipal
Sports Pavilion, Tickets
available on ticketline.

Concerto de Natal
Dell’Acqua 8 December, 5pm,
Igreja Matrizi de Lagoa

Century of the Seas Until
28 December, 9.30am – 5pm,
Ponta da Bandeira Fort, Lagos,
Entry €3, www.visitalgarve.pt

Local Arts & Crafts Expo
Open daily until 3 January,
10.30am – 4.30pm, Caldas de
Monchique. 961 571 984
artatspa@gmx.com

Coaching 11 January
22 March 2020,
– 6.30pm, Restelo,
www.viralagenda.com

Monte Gordo Christmas
Village 7 December, 11am,
Monte Gordo Marginal Avenue

8th Christmas Parade 7
December, Holiday Inn Algarve,
282 320 260

Azulejo Workshop 9
November – 7 December,
9.30am – 1pm, Museu do
Oriente, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Health
2020 –
9.30am
Lisbon,

Quarteira - Every Wednesday
Lift Market Lagos - Every
Saturday
São Brás de Alportel
Market – Every Saturday
Algoz - 2 nd Monday of the
month
Algoz Flea Market - 1 st
Saturday of the month

The Black Mamba 1
February, 9.30pm, Teatro das
Figuras,
Faro, www.teatrodasfiguras.pt
Tindersticks 17 February,
9.30pm, Teatro das Figuras,
Faro, www.teatrodasfiguras.pt
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Almancil Flea Market - 2 nd
and 3rd Sunday of the month

Chinicato Flea Market - 2 nd
Sunday of the month
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WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Painting in Oil and
Acrylics Workshop
Wednesday & Friday, 10am –
12pm, Escola de Artes
Fernando Rodrigues, Lagoa,
965 594 511
Transformation workshop
Every Monday, 10am – 12pm,
1 Chakras, 917 899 115
vdvreugde@hotmail.co
Cork Workshops Mondays
& Thursdays, 2.30pm, Algarve
Costume Museum, Cost: from
€25, www.viator.com
Suraj Varma holistic
visiting practitioner. 18
December – 3 January, Vila
Vita Spa. www.vilavitaparc.com
Wine and perfume pairing.
28 December, from 7.30pm,
Vlife Shops at Vila Vita Parc.
Free entry. www.vilavitaparc.com
Riverside painting week
Beginning 6 June 2020 and 19
September 2020, Morning
workshop every day, Cost €230.
www.figsonthefuncho.com

Loulé Christmas Shopping
Tour 17 December, 4pm – 7pm,
www.expatcentreportugal.com
Carols on the cliffs. 19
December, 6pm, Carvoeiro
Church. Free, nondenominational and

multilingual. Madeleine Wheare
964 933 823 - mad@wheare.org
VILA VITA Christmas Food
Market 20 – 22 December,
1pm – 8pm, VILA VITA
Biergarten, Porches, Free entry
Sempre Natal Until 21
December, 3pm – 8pm, Global
Dança Academia de Dança,
Porto, www.viralagenda.com
XMAS in the Night 21
December, 9.30pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, Tickets from
€20, www.blueticket.pt
Xmas in the Night 21
December, 9.30pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, Tickets from
€20, www.blueticket.pt
Christmas Day Swim For
Charity 25 December, Holiday
Inn Algarve, 282 320 260
Medieval Paderne 28
December 2019 – 1 January
2020, 12pm – 9pm, Paderne,
289 598 801
Village of Dreams Until 29
December, Cerca do Convento,
Alcaidaria do Castelo, Largo D.
Afonso III and Largo de S.
Francisco
New Year’s Eve in Lagos 31
December, 10.30pm, Praça do
Infante, Lagos
Natalândia Zoo de Lagos
Until 31 December, Parque
Zoológico de Lagos
New Years Day Charity
Swim 1 January 2020, Holiday
Inn Algarve, 282 320 260
Óbidos Vila Natal Until 5
January 2020, Óbidos,
www.viralagenda.com
Christmas Capital Until 12
January 2020, Passeio Marítimo
de Algés, Tickets from €20
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Announcements
HOT WATER without any
sunshine needed: see more
at www.shs-pt.com
TPN/TO/14775339

PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING Private Villas,
Restaurants, Shops,
Condominiums and
Companies: info@nicecleaning.com
TPN/TO/97318322

I’M LOOKING FOR the
girl who drives an old tiny
orange car that I met in
Monchique on October
4th. Tourist ? Portuguese ?
I lost all of her contacts
and I would like to make
contact via Facebook or
email with this girl.
I have only seen a car like
this in the Algarve, I am
unsure of the model but it
is similar to a Renault 5 or a
Ford Fiesta year 1990 –
2000. ... thank you to
anyone who can help as
this is very important for
me.Email:
tontonjc@hispeed.ch

Antiques

RESTORATION OF
Antique Clocks. Has
your precious clock been
standing still for a while?
I am Wout, graduated
and registered clock
mender. Call for a quote
to repair your clock.
Mobile: +31 631 288 411
Email:
info@uurwerkplaats112.nl
Website:
uurwerkplaats112.nl
TPN/TB/33229461

Auctions

Business
Opportunities
TRADER IN Financial
Markets, Stocks; Options;
Futures seeks Investor
preferably Trading
background to Teach
Trading in Portugal.
pinder321@gmail.com

Classifieds
For Sale Private

Jobs Offered

EX RENTAL Callaway
and Taylormade Golf
Clubs excellent condition
300 Euros Per Set
Including Bag
Rod 969180644
TPN/TB/42715875

TPN/TO/81755748

Chimney Sweep

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS

sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com
289 489 958 or 967 721 209

CHIMNEY SWEEP, for
a quick dust free cleaning
of your chimney using
the new power sweep
system.
Tel 282330640/934927944

2 JOINED
PORTACABINS/
Containers fully furnished,
divided into livingroom,
bedroom, bathroom and
single kitchen. Size 6 meter
x 4,90 meter. Near Silves.
Price 9000,00 Euros. The
Containers have to be relocated. Tel. 0049 160 960
22175 E.mail Ralf.heun@tonline.de

CERTIFIED
PEDICURIST Dutch,
German, English & little
Portuguese spoken. For
appointment:
919 390 871 or email to
yourfeet1@gmail.com
visit:
feetality.strikingly.com

TPN/TO/16657968

TPN/TO/24822995

TPN/TB/99995664

Furniture
Education
LEARN PORTUGUESE
1-2-1 Qualified teacher,
native, very experienced
(15 yearsteaching, 7 at UK
universities). Students say:
“fantastic teacher”, “ fast
progress”, “really
enjoyable”. Email:
learn.portuguese.home
@gmail.com

WELLBEING
CHECKUP
Enjoy a 50 min hands on
healing session with
Reiki Master Claire who
will check your health
and balance your
energies. LAGOS €30
claire@tweaklets.com
Tel: 937 596 679

TPN/TO/59519541

TPN/TB/67332175

ENJOYABLE
PORTUGUESE courses
(with focus on
conversation) starting in
January. Private lessons:
2 students together only
pay for 1. Centro de
Línguas de Lagos. Call
282761070. Email
info@centrodelinguas.com

10% discount when
you place online

Health & Beauty

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?
Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed
Improvement or your
money back.
Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.

NEXT AUCTION

Viewing days:
30th & 31st Dec 0900 - 1400h
2nd & 3rd Jan 0900 - 1630h
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Furniture and Art
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage & New
• Sports Equipment

Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming
up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us
at info@ahalgarve.com

Entertainment &
Leisure
ALGARVEWEEKEND
WALKERS. Join us for
professionally guided
walks through the lovely
Algarve countryside. Salir
8th December, 10.30 start,
€5 donation. Contact
algarveweekendwalkers
@gmail.com for details.
TPN/TO/62965589

FREELANCE
CONSULTANT seeks
opportunities in Real
Estate, Sales/Marketing,
Business Development,
etc. International
experience. Please Email
your requirements/projects
to: alterup4746@gmail.com

GERMAN COMPANY
seeking full-time English
or German speaking
Recruiter of skilled labour
in Portugal for German
market. Flexible hours/
work place.
Tel: +351 968 824 131
CRY-HAVOC Portugal is
recruiting!
Available positions:
- merch handler
- styling assistant
- runner
We are a photography
business that shoots large
projects for uk companies
please contact:
tania.loucao@cryhavoc.co.uk

George & Son
Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

BEFORE

AFTER

Office, Media &
Technology
INTERNET VIA
SATELLITE. If PT/MEO
and 4G don’t work, we can
help. More info:
netinthesticks@gmail.com
TPN/TO/36574863

Pets
Job Wanted

TPN/TB/46326124

- Online only AuctionStarts: Fri 20th Dec
Closes: 2pm Mon 6th Jan

SUNPOINT
PROPERTIES (Ami 9545)
in Praia da Luz
Is seeking Sales
Consultant & Property
Lister
OFFERS.company car,
training, great earning
potential
CV with photo to:
susana@sunpoint.pt

MACKENZIE
PORTUGAL is seeking
to employ property
consultants. For
competitive salaries and
opportunity to travel
please send your CV:
enquiries@mackenzierealestate.com

DIGITAL PIANO. Kawai
CN24. €500, original price
€1150. Lagos area- Tel: +46
708132201

Kitchen
Renovation

YOGA - ART - MASSAGES
Av. Dr. Eduardo Mansinho
26, Tavira. +351 966 038 379
Facebook : y.a.m shala
Instagram : @y.a.m.shala
www.yamshala.com

Heating & Cooling
PELLET STOVE black 6
kW, little used, Faro area.
225 euro. Tel 912247879
TPN/TO/34781937

EXPERIENCED
PORTUGUESE chef
looking for placement
kindly contact Mr Yunus
+351920190885
LOOKING FOR jobs/
projects/sales/positions or
other income possibilities
on expenses-paid basis.
Skilled & experienced.
All Offers to:
nohorsehockey@gmail.com

DOG GROOMING and
pet care services, based in
Tavira. https://
www.thespotteddog.net/
TPN/TO/65455958

Classifieds
Services offered

Vehicles

HANDYMAN FOR all your
DIY needs. Painting, tiling,
plumbing, electrical and
building repairs.
Albufeira area.
Peterrodgers54@gmail.com
910070440
TPN/TO/42761223

Pet park is still open despite
local road closure, contact
us for details.

Property for Rent

BUILDING
WORKS
All types carried out to
a very high standard.
30 years experience
throughout the Algarve
Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com

GROUNDFLOOR
APARTMENT in the
centre of Silves. Large
bedroom. Recent
renovation with all
amenities.
sapatosrasos@gmail.com

ALGARVE
RESTORATIONS
Qualified UK Electrician
All electrical work and
satelitte solutions.
Call Elliot 915 493 608

HANDY MAN. Hourly/
Price rate. No job too small.
Fire Safety Protection
Specialist(Domestic only).
Central Algarve.
Call 933 991 967
TPN/TO/22715476

MAN &VAN. Light or
heavy removals. Please
call Blake for a quotation.
Tel.912601192/
+44(0)7789873824.

Removals &
Storage

TPN/PA/81778825

TPN/TB/11418277

SELL YOUR... Antiques,
Collectables, Garden
Ornaments, Architectural
Salvage, Furniture, Full
House Clearances.
Contact Mark 914774438.

TPN/PA/78273478

VILA NOVA DE
CACELA/ Manta Rota. 6
month rental. 3 bed, 2
bathroom, lounge, Kitchen
diner, Utility room . €1000
plus utilities per mth.
281952064

RENAULTKANGOO
Wheelchair transporter.
Rhd Portuguese plates.
Low mileage 22.000. Seats
4 and wheelchair.
7500euros. Contact
914637371

PAINTING &
DECORATING Portuguese
Painter. Free Quotations
Call 914 122 898

WE BUY CARS Algarve
all types of vehicles
considered. We buy PT
GB Dutch German
French. We buy
damaged and non
runners. Call David PT
911136377
UK +447984932876
TPN/TB/98419894

TPN/TO/65719636

BMW 520D - 2008 - Top
of the range. Good price.
Tel. 919000350

Property Services
& Building

TPN/PA/13737516

OPEL ASTRA MOT, full
service, new timing belt,
good condition €800.
965 034 258

Transport
Website Design

Satellite
LEAKING ROOFS &
terraces. Problems
solved 30 years
experience in Algarve.
Call 913 223 402

TV, HI-FI, Satellite repairs,
Eastern Algarve.
Experienced engineer.
Tel: 964-721-714.
www.trevortronix.com
TPN/TO/34364483

TRANSPORT PORTO,
Lisbon, Algarve and any
where in between, a
fortnightly service one box
to a full load, commercial
goods, removals with
packing service if required.
Forwarding to England and
Europe service from our
depot in the Algarve,
where storage is also
available. Please phone
David 919873075.
david@dlsremovals.com
TPN/TO/28918357
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TakeABreak brought to you by
Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 1 School-cap; 8 Rat; 9 Copperplate; 11 Retrace; 12 Table;
13 Grouse; 15 Groove; 17 Solid; 18 Tatters; 20 Garden pests; 22 Ash;
23 Numerical.
Down: 2 Coo; 3 Opera; 4 Copied; 5 Planter; 6 Freebooters; 7 Stateless;
10 Put to flight; 11 Registrar; 14 Sad-iron; 16 Stream; 19 Taper; 21 Tea.
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CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
7. Blameworthy (13)
8.
9.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

Calculator (8)
Expensive (4)
Gambol (6)
Sermonise (6)
Motive (6)
Seemly (6)
Loyal (4)
Secretly (8)
Inclusive (13)

DOWN

1. Ingenuity (8)
2. Drive (6)
3. Sharpen (4)
4. Brave (8)
5. Centre (6)
6. Excuse (4)
11. Ponder (8)
13. Private meeting (8)
15. Drowsy (6)
17. Fondle (6)
19. Space (4)
21. Lament (4)

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Medium

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

DOWN
1. The student of this subject will be an expert in
time (8)
2. Chosen to be harvested (6)
3. Young people aren't in marriage difficulties (4)
4. Made a score with untroubled mind (8)
5. Feel the cold? Winter in France near the
south! (6)
6 & 21Dn. The ability to choose to release the
legacy (4,4)
11. Rule said to change description of what's
left (8)
13. Was life's usual order disturbed by these
insects? (8)
15. What to do with broken rapier (6)
17 & 18Ac. Certainly not a danger light used in
mines (6,4)
19. The first man to make the woman lose her
head (4)
21. See 6 Down

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 1 Courtship; 8 Sag; 9 Injudicious;
11 Deserve; 12 Paste; 13 Switch; 15 Praise;
17 Odium; 18 Enchant; 20 Brittleness;
22 Eel; 23 Endurance.
Down: 2 Own; 3 Tudor; 4 Hockey;
5 Prosper; 6 Assassinate; 7 Agreement;
10 Justifiable; 11 Distorted; 14 Combine;
16 Seated; 19 Cheer; 21 Sec.

ACROSS
7. Arriving at present in this place, but
not in the first three (6,7)
8. Used reference books, as
astronomers did (6,2)
9. The prospect is that we will be
back by six (4)
10. One who takes ship, we hear, for
the frontier (6)
12. It's most certain the others will
follow us back (6)
14. An island conifer, by the sound
of it (6)
16. Set seed in a row, but don't assert
any proprietary right (6)
18. See 17 Down
20. Moulting will lead to ruin (8)
22. Usual start to a fine piece of
correspondence (7,6)

Hard
Last week’s solutions

Golf
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West Cliffs climbing the ranks
West Cliffs Golf Links’ journey towards worldwide golfing stardom has taken another significant step forward after Cynthia
Dye’s “continental superstar” was ranked in Europe’s top 15 golf courses in an influential new industry list.

B

arely two years
after opening, the
links-style layout
on Portugal’s
Silver Coast continued its
rise up the rankings after
being rated 15th in
National Club Golfer
magazine’s updated table
of Continental Europe’s
Top 100 Courses’.
And in a further boost for
West Cliffs, its sister course
Praia D’El Rey was also
ranked highly at number
36, making Praia D’El Rey
Marriott Golf & Beach
Resort the only venue in
Europe to have two
courses included in the top
40.
All courses were assessed
across nine categories –
design, condition,
consistency, setting,
playability, challenge,
variety, routing and charm –
with West Cliffs receiving
particular praise from the
magazine’s judging panel
for its setting, charm and
variety of holes.
Delivering its verdict, the
judging panel said: “(West
Cliffs is) an instant
continental superstar. It
has a fabulous coastal
setting … this is an epic new
seaside course that has
within two years become a
must play in continental
Europe.
“The design is fantastic.
There is so much to like
here, from the variety of
holes to the breathtaking
sea views. Kudos to
Cynthia Dye for clearly
putting a lot of thought into

the design, for this is so
much more than a nice
setting.
“Indeed, changes in
elevation give it the kind of
panoramas enjoyed by
very few courses in the
whole of Europe. Expect it
to rise further as it matures
and settles in.
“Paired with nearby sister
course Praia D’El Rey and
you have two of the lists’
most thrilling rounds.”
Francisco Cadete, director
of golf at Praia D’El Rey
Marriott Golf & Beach
Resort and West Cliffs Golf
Links, said: “It’s everyone’s
aim at the resort to give all
our golfers the best
possible experience, and
to have two courses inside
Europe’s top 40 gives us
great pleasure.
“We knew West Cliffs was
special when we were
creating it but the response
that it continues to attract
has maybe surprised even
us. It really is an amazing
course and the great thing
is that it’s only going to get
better as it develops and
matures.”
The first Dye golf course in
Portugal, the 6,382m, par72 layout – which was also
ranked 17th in Golf World
magazine’s recent list of
Europe’s top 100 courses –
was created across 200
hectares of natural
landscape, rolling sand
dunes and coastal
vegetation, and offers
sweeping views of the
Atlantic Ocean from each
hole.

Barely two years after opening, the West Cliffs links-style layout on Portugal’s Silver Coast has continued its rise up the
rankings.

Complementing it is Praia
D’El Rey’s 18-hole
championship course,
which was designed by
Cabell Robinson and is set
amidst a combination of
extensive pine forests and
undulating dunes, and
features spectacular views
over the Atlantic and the
Berlengas Islands beyond.
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Sport

Portugal, France and Germany drawn together!
There were gasps galore at the EURO 2020 draw in Bucharest as Portugal found themselves pitted in Group F alongside
France, Germany and either Iceland, Bulgaria, Hungary or Romania depending on the outcome of the play-offs in March.

P

Head coach of Portugal Fernando Santos (L) and head coach of Germany Joachim Loew (R) during the UEFA
EURO 2020 final draw. (Photo: EPA/Robert Ghement)

ortugal’s first game on 16
June will be against the
play-off winners in
Budapest. So how can
UEFA justify organising a draw that
results in three of Europe’s top six
teams ending up in the same
group? On top of that, the winner of
England’s group will play one of
those sides in Dublin in the last
sixteen, meaning there may be an
incentive to finish second. There is
also the ludicrous situation that the
four remaining teams will not be
known until March, barely two
months before the tournament
starts. That does not leave a lot of
time for logistics, especially for
supporters.
They are unintentionally going to
leave an unconscionable carbon
footprint traipsing across Europe, at
a time when global awareness of
this environmental crisis has never
been greater. This will be most felt by
Welsh fans, who have to travel from
one end of the continent to the other
for two matches in the Azerbaijani

capital of Baku. Portugal’s second
game is against Germany in Munich
on 20 June and four days later they
meet France in Budapest. It may not
be necessary to finish in the top two
places in the section to progress to
the knockout phase of the
competition as the four best thirdplaced teams from the six groups
will also qualify for the next round.
“It’s a group with the three winners of
the last three major tournaments,”
commented Portugal coach
Fernando Santos. “It will be a strong
group with two favourites and one
contender. We could also have a
repeat of our first game of 2016, if
Iceland win through the play-offs. But
we believe in our possibilities and
we believe we can win.”
The tournament will be the first
European Championships to be
played across the entire breadth of
the continent, using twelve different
venues from Dublin to Baku,
beginning on Friday, 12 June in
Rome and culminating on Sunday,
12 July in London.
Chris Wright

had a comfortable 4-0 home win against Marítimo and FC Porto saw
Benfica and Porto pull clear at the top Benfica
off P.Ferreira 2-0 to widen the gap at the top of the Primeira Liga.
Third-place surprise package
Famalicão lost at Portimonense
and Sporting Lisbon went down
3-1 at Gil Vicente.
Sporting’s woes continue as
they sink thirteen points, having
lost four of their twelve games,
behind archrivals Benfica.
Famalicão’s second loss of the
season, at the hands of
Portimonense, also saw the
newly-promoted side fall nine
points behind the Eagles. It was
only Portimonense’s second
win of the season and their first at
home thanks to goals from
Dener (32’) and Lucas

Possignolo (72’) with Famalicão
pulling a goal back in stoppage
time through Fabio Martins.
Whilst Portimonense are still
struggling near the drop zone,
just down the coast, SC Farense
are making great strides in an
effort to reach the top flight. Their
1-0 home win against CD Chaves
- they even managed to miss two
penalties - was their sixth
consecutive Segunda Liga victory
and gives them a five point lead
over CD Nacional who they play in
Madeira on Saturday.
Just four kilometres down the
road from the São Luís Stadium

in Faro is another club hoping for
a return to the higher echelons of
Portuguese football.
Campeonato Portugal Division D
leaders SC Olhanense racked up
their tenth victory in twelve games
as they won 2-0 at third placed
Alverca thanks to goals from João
Vasco and Hassan, the son of
former Farense favourite and
Moroccan international Nader
Hassan.
Olhanense are at home on
Sunday against mid-table Amora
at the José Arcanjo Stadium,
Olhão (behind McDonalds on the
EN125) kick-off 3.00pm.
CW

FC Porto saw off P.Ferreira 2-0 to widen the gap at the top of the
Primeira Liga. (Photo: Peter Spark)

Ronaldo voted Italy’
Italy’ss best
footballer
Portugal’s Cristiano Ronaldo has been voted the
best player in the 2018/19 Italian football
championship by the Association of Italian
Footballers (AIC), with the announcement made
at the ‘Gran Gala Del Calcio’ event in Milan.
On Monday night, the same day Argentina’s Lionel
Messi pipped him to the Ballon d’Or award given by the
‘France Football’ magazine – for a record sixth time – with
Liverpool’s Dutchman Virgil Van Dijk in second place,
Ronaldo won the award in Italy for best player and striker
of the ‘Serie A’ 2018/19 season.
“It’s an honour to hold this trophy, and I thank my teammates at Juventus,” said Ronaldo, accepting the award.
“I am very happy to play in Italy, in a very difficult
championship. Thank you for voting for me. I will try to
come back next year.”
The Portuguese captain scored 21 goals in 31 games
in his first year in Serie A, making him the fourth-best
scorer in the race, behind Fabio Quagliarella of
Sampdoria, with 26, Colombia’s Duván Zapatata of
Atalanta, with 23, and Poland’s Krzysztof Piatek of Genoa
and AC Milan, with 22.

